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Foreword3

Matthias Tesi Baur
In April 2020 we embarked on a journey to bring more than 150 exhibition industry 
professionals, organised in 20 groups, covering nearly all global regions, together to discuss 
the topic how our industry needs to change following the COVID-19 crisis to ensure our 
business model is fit for the future and provides the best possible service to our target 
groups.

I think it is fair to say that we indeed had countless skills, ideas, input and inspiration in this 
crowd intelligence, communication process.

We included feedback from the wider industry through surveys, conducted a large number 
of think tank sessions and an even larger number of break out sessions. 
In nearly 100 meetings all members discussed what needs to change in our industry, what 
that change would look like for our target groups and how we can ensure change will 
happen.

Please read this report as a resource of the combined skills of 150 people from the 
exhibition industry. The Exhibition Think Tank strongly spotlighted that change in our 
industry is inevitable and undoubtably needed which put us all on the mission to define the 
change before this is done by others.

This Exhibitions Think Tank was the first of its kind in an online format and I want to thank 
all team leaders, all participants, our media partners and all supporting companies for the 
great contributions, discussions and insights!

THANK YOU!
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4 The Exhibitions Think Tank
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The main goal of the Exhibitions Think Tank (ETT) was 
to define the areas that need to change in the 
exhibition industry following the outbreak of COVID-
19 and to come up with a deep answer of what this 
change means for the industry and how it can be 
delivered.

The Exhibitions Think Tank was divided into four 
“sprints” starting on May 18th 2020. Each sprint is 
assembled out of two online sessions with a group 
working phase in-between. Two sprints were built on a 
prior industry survey. The Think Tank dived deeper 
into the topic of change from sprint to sprint.

The working task and goal of each sprint was:

1. First Sprint: To define all areas that need to change 
in the exhibition industry as a consequence of the 
COVID-19 crisis.

2. Second Sprint: To investigate and more deeply 
define what exactly needs to change in the 
specified areas of Sprint 1.

3. Third Sprint: To investigate and define how the 
identified and required changes can be translated 
into new services for the customer and target 
groups of the exhibition industry.

4. Fourth Sprint: To discus how the defined changes 
and new services can be rolled out to ensure the 
industry does not fall back into old habits and 
procedures once the crisis is over.
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Methodology5

Harvesting 
different sources 
of the exhibition 

industry

The ETT was based on a crowd intelligence discussion and evaluation process divided into four major 
review and discussion rounds (Sprints) as explained on the previous slide.
Each Sprint used various sources to gain information, discuss the findings and report the results back to 
the wider Think Tank

Following sources of information and inspiration have been used:
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• 2 surveys
• 20 working groups
• 150 industry 

professionals
• 8 online sessions 

to review results 
and provide 
working tasks

• 60 – 80 break out 
group sessions

• 8 team leader 
sessions to 
overlook the 
process

Online Survey
First Online 

Session
Team Work

Second Online 
Session

Level: 
Entire Industry

We conducted two 
surveys addressing 

the entire exhibition 
industry to prepare 

Sprint 1 and 2

Level:
Think Tank

We organised a first 
online session in 

each sprint 
bringing all 150 

members of the ETT 
together to present 
the survey results 
and provide the 

working task for the 
upcoming sprint

Level: 
Working Group

Each working group 
discussed the 

findings and worked 
on the sprint tasks 

led by their 
dedicated team 

leader

Level: 
Think Tank

In a second online 
session all ETT 

members gathered 
again to present the 
results of the break 

out group before the 
ETT dived deeper 

into the topic of the 
following sprint

The reach of each source

As a result of this procedure all ETT members worked out collectively which areas need to change in the 
exhibition industry, what that would mean for our target groups and how that change could be delivered.
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6 How to read this report
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How to read this report:

This report is designed to provide both: the process of crowd intelligence 
communication we undertook during the four sprints of the Exhibitions 
Think Tank and the results that came out of this process.

In Chapter 1 and 2 we provide some background regarding the concept of the Exhibitions Think Tank and MBB-Consulting 
Group. Chapter 3 offers the main conclusions that can be drawn from the process and some first explanations on why we 
concluded the results in this way. Chapter 4 explains the process of Sprint 1 and lists all areas that have been identified as 
“change required areas” plus we group these areas into main and sub areas. This chapter already provides a holistic 
overview of the wider changes that are needed in the industry. Chapter 4 then drills into each change area and sub-areas. 
Firstly the reader can see which working groups of the think tank focussed on in more detail on each area. The chapter 
provides an overview of area conclusions followed by a detailed summary of why an area needs to change and what exactly 
needs to change. These slides can be used as detailed content to dive deep into each area. Finally all team presentation 
slides representing the working group phases are added to this chapter as well. Chapter 5 provides the team slides 
regarding the last sprint which was about how the identified change can be executed.

This report can be used in two ways: The conclusion slides and chapter 3 offers a quick view on what needs to change in the 
industry by providing a concluding summary of all group work. The detailed content slides offer the opportunity to dive 
deeper into each area and get detailed insight into why an area needs to change and what that means for the customer. 
Whilst we paid enormous attention to reflect all input that was given during the process, single think tank participant's view 
may differ from our conclusions and summary.
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Regional spread by team7
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The working groups contain members from different geographical areas. The following map shows the 
approximate regional spread of the working groups, but single regions might not be shown

Teams Team Leaders
1. Team Back to the Future Mykyta Fastovets United Kingdom, Italy, Hong Kong, Middle East
2. The Five Nation Army Stephan Forseilles Belgium, Switzerland, France, Germany, Middle East
3. New Order Eddie Choi Hong Kong, Italy, Germany, Thailand

4. Spring Breakers Guy Garside &Sophie UK, Mexico, Germany

5. VISIFIVE+ Silke Hoesch Germany, Netherlands, UK, Australia, Singapore
6. MESSE Forwards Thorsten Hilber Germany

7. StrongGirlz Stephanie Selesnick USA, Australia
8. Futurists Baris Onay United Kingdom, USA, Germany, Middle East
9. Team Profs Without Borders Stephan Murtagh Ireland, USA
10. Think Punk! Enrico Gallorini Italy
11. 40Hours Matt Coyne United Kingdom

12. Exhibition Ignition Mike Frost United Kingdom
13. Exhibition in Training Angelica Mondo Italy
14. Team Renaissance Florian Courgenouil France
15. Wabi Sabi Holger Feist Germany, Croatia, Poland, France

16. The Eventrepreneurs Tamar Beck United Kingdom, Middle East
17. Team Natasja O'Connor Natasja O'Connor Netherlands
18. WALLABOKS Nicolette Elia Malaysia, Australia, South Africa
19. Team Asia X Bjoern Kempe Thailand, Singapore, India 

20. India Reboot 3.0 Raghav Khosla India
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8
A special thanks to our team leader and 
participants
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On this page we want to thanks our team leader and think tank participants for their great efforts, insights, skills and enthusiasm with 
which they joined and participated in the Exhibition Think Tank

Group
Team Back to The Future

Group
The Five Nation Army

Group
New Order

Group
Spring Breakers

Team Leader: 
Mykyta Fastovets

Eight Team Members including 
Justin Pau

Group
VISIFIVE+

Group
MESSE Forwards

Group
StrongGirlz

Group
Futurists

Team Leader: 
Stephan Forseilles

Six Team Members including 
Baptiste Boulard, Andreas 
Eggimann, Julia Knorsch.

Team Leader: 
Eddie Choi

Five Team Members

Team Leader: 
Guy Garside

Six Team Members including 
Penny Moyses, Amit Khade, 
Paco Collazo, Jasmin Singh and 
Lucille Ryan 

Team Leader: 
Silke Hoesch

Six Team Members including 
Oana Cipca, Claire 
Washington, Katariina
Rohrbach, Thomas Grunewald, 
Alice Domenis, Stefan Eckert.

Team Leader: 
Thorsten Hilber

Five Team Members including 
Dr Nina Schniering, Benjamin 
Engelke, Oliver Schmitt.

Team Leader: 
Stephanie Selesnick

Six Team Members including 
Martha Donato, Lori Jenks, 
Nicole Peck.

Team Leader: 
Baris Onay

Six Team Members including 
Rachel Wimberly.
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9
A special thanks to our team leader and 
participants
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On this page we want to thanks our team leader and think tank participants for their great efforts, insights, skills and enthusiasm with 
which they joined and participated in the Exhibition Think Tank

Group
Profs Without Borders

Group
Think Punk!

Group
40fours

Group
Exhibition Ignition

Team Leader: 
Stephan Murtagh

Six Team Members including 
Erika Welling, Peter Deitz, Fred 
Tremblay, Victoria Sedgewick, 
Debbie Lee.

Group
Exhibition in Training

Group
Renaissance

Group
Wabi Sabi

Group
The Eventrepreneurs

Team Leader: 
Enrico Gallorini

Three Team Members

Team Leader: 
Matt Coyne

Four Team Members including 
Paul Domingez.

Team Leader: 
Mike Frost

Seven Team Members 
including Martin Beck, Johnno 
Gordon, Chitra Ram, Laura 
Davidson, Natasha Layal, Gary 
Wright, Nicole Jacobus.

Team Leader: 
Angelica Mondo

Three Team Members 
including Cinzia Zanin, Stefano 
Buttarelli, Giacomo Muneratti.

Team Leader: 
Florian Courgenouil

Six Team Members including 
Vincent Larquet, Pascal 
Lagadec, Nicolas Douchement, 
Florent Jarry, Morgane Pruvot-
Morice, Aoife Delmas.

Team Leader: 
Holger Feist

Seven Team Members 
including Carolin Hochwind.

Team Leader: 
Tamar Beck

Seven Team Members
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10
A special thanks to our team leader and 
participants
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On this page we want to thanks our team leader and think tank participants for their great efforts, insights, skills and enthusiasm with 
which they joined and participated in the Exhibition Think Tank

Group
NOC

Group
WALLABOKS

Group
Team Asia X

Group
India Reboot 3.0

Team Leader: 
Natasja O’Connor

Three Team Members

Team Leader: 
Nicolette Elia

Nine Team Members including 
Adele Hartdegen , Gabi 
Babinszky, Jason Janes, Chris 
May, Jenna Cali, Chris 
Shorthouse.

Team Leader: 
Bjoern Kempe

Eleven Team Members

Team Leader: 
Raghav Khosla

Five Team Members including 
Ravinder Sethi, Sudeep Sarcar, 
Satyendra Mehra, Himakshi 
Gupta, Mr Sameer Khedkar, 
Mr Nabjeet Ganguli.
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11 The Exhibition Think Tank CLUB
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Make the Exhibition Think Tank your resource to stay ahead of 
all industry developments and to be your network platform 

for the industry.

Basic Membership Free of Charge | Gold Member with access to all 
resources | Special Rates for students and young professionals

Working Groups in different 
languages

covering all topics of the 
industry

Reports & White Papers

Collaborate & Network in the 
exhibition industry across 

borders

Think Tanks
Sprints

Online sessions

mailto:matthias.tesi.baur@mbb-consultinggroup.com
http://www.exhibitionthinktank.com/
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About MBB-Consulting Group13

Strategy
M&A &

Due 
Diligence

Sales & 
Pricing

Digital

Digital Transformation
Social Media

Digital Revenue Streams
Digital Onboarding

SEO

M&A consulting 
Targeting Research
Target Qualification

Commercial Due 
Diligence

Integration Management
Financial Modelling

Pricing Strategies
Location-based Pricing
Rebooking Strategies
Profitability Review

Pipeline Management
Set-up of Sales Structures 

& Reporting

Company Strategy
Portfolio Strategy

Geo-cloning & Geo-
adaptation

Show Development
Market Research

Company Set-up and 
Structure

Innovation Review
Content & Feature 

Strategy
Rescue Strategies

Team Coaching

Business 
Recovery & 

Agility

General Recover 
Strategies, Setting up 
Agile Management 

Processes, Recover trade 
shows from downturn 

phase, Lifting up 
Customer Satisfaction,  
Collaborative Strategy 

Building, Content & 
Feature Strategies, 

Establishing Advisory and 
Feedback Boards 

Please contact us if you want to learn more 
about the MBB-Consulting Group or if you need 

any support in the fields listed below

“We help our clients to develop their shows 
into must and want attend events for the 

next generation of business decision makers.”
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14
Our Training & Education 
Programme for the Exhibition Industry

International 
Project 

Management

Competitive 
Digital 

Strategies

New Starter in the Industry

State of the Art Event and Exhibition 
Content and Features

Effective 
Exhibiting

International 
Event Sales

International Event 
Marketing

Rebooking Strategies

New Starter

Executive &
Middle Management

Senior Management
& Director Level

Strategy Sales Marketing

International Event Strategies in a 365 context 
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Executive Summary16

The Exhibitions Think Tank triggered a large number of discussions in 
different formats and with different groups of people bringing together 
countless ideas of how to change the industry for the future as well 
as concerns of what might happen if we do not follow up the 
challenges the industry is facing at the moment. Naturally not all 
opinions have been the same and the view on how important specific 
topics might be has differed during the process.

However, The Exhibitions Think Tank quite quickly developed some 
largely common views on areas that urgently need to change in the 
exhibition industry. We will conclude on each area in more detail in the 
specific chapters of this report. The overall conclusions can be 
described as follows:

© MBB-Consulting Group - Matthias Tesi Baur, Email: matthias.tesi.baur@mbb-consultinggroup.com

Major areas that 
require change

Value 
Proposition

Pricing

Supporting 
people

Hybrid

“We need to change 
our language: We 

should not talk about 
ourselves as event 

organisers. We should 
be business 

inspiration providers.” 
Team Renaissance

“Diversity and people 
will make us stronger 

in the next crisis.” 
Various teams 

including New Order, 
Strong Girlz, Messe 

Forwards etc.

“We need to move 
from sqm sales 

to lead sales. Our 
services must be 

more value driven.” 
Team Five Nation 

Army, India Reboot, 
Asia etc.

“We need a proper 
framework for 

change.” Team India 
Reboot

“We need stronger 
and more meaningful 

registration 
processes.” Team 

StrongGirlz

Far more quotes should have been mentioned! 
Please review the detailed slides to get all 

group input! 
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17 Executive Summary cont.
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2. 
New players might enter the market: Whilst the industry discussed prior to the crisis that no other 
players are in the position of disrupting ("uberising") the exhibition business model, the fear has now 
increased that exactly this could happen. Players like Alibaba and LinkedIn have increased their 
activities in the event industry. One area that was strongly identified as a change area is digital. The 
industry has mainly developed digital tools in the past to exclusively support the f2f event setup and 
is now under pressure to develop hybrid event models that carry a USP also through digital tools. 
This is a field which can be strongly and more quickly served by the digital giants. Especially so as 
these companies have more data, more data skills, more digital development skills and are also 
better resourced to provide digital services to the classical exhibition target groups.

1. Holistic change is needed: A health crisis can not be fixed by health actions only! Whilst the COVID-
19 crisis is a health and safety crisis it became clear very early in the ETT process that health & safety 
solutions will not fix this crisis. Although health & safety plays a vital role in the industry change 
process many other areas such as value proposition, HR, Digital etc. have been mentioned as well. 
This indicates that many issues the industry faced before the crisis have not been addressed and are 
now coming up more strongly as areas of concern due to the crisis. Also all areas that need to change 
exist in dependency to each other. Pricing must be seen in combination to value proposition etc. The 
COVID-19 crisis revealed that our industry needs a holistic change with solutions for many areas.
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18 Executive Summary cont.
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4. 
Concerns about value proposition, people and pricing: The areas value proposition, people and 
pricing have been discussed intensively during the Exhibitions Think Tank. Many groups and 
participants expressed their views that the industry's value proposition needs to be fundamentally 
renewed under the light of hybrid events and customer ROI. In combination to this, pricing was 
mentioned as a critical area of change as pricing strategies and the way we price our products (sqm) 
will likely not reflect the ROI for the customer and the nature of the services we offer in the future.

A further area of change was people. Many participants felt that the industry needs to be more 
diversified and needs more skills to (a) make the identified change happen and (b) be more prepared 
for future crises to come.

5. 
Transformation to hybrid events: The industry is largely aligned that events need to transform into a 
hybrid model in which both digital and f2f play their part in providing a USP and ROI to the target 
groups. However, a clear definition of what a hybrid event is, still needs to be found. Such a 
definition then needs to lead the way in working on the value proposition, new pricing strategies and 
a new approach to marketing and sales. If these aspects are defined and set up in the right way the 
crisis might realise the chance and opportunity to widen the business model and serve wider groups 
in an industry beyond the classical exhibitor and visitor target groups.

3. 
Issues that existed before the crisis came up stronger during the crisis: As mentioned beforehand 
we found out that issues that existed before the crisis became more urgent throughout the crisis. 
Digital is one example the industry has not paid enough attention to before the crisis. The lack of 
building up skills, resources etc. in this area now negatively affects the search for a hybrid event 
solution.
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20 The Exhibitions Think Tank
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The goal of the first sprint was to define the areas that need to change in the exhibition industry. The sprint 
was assembled using following methodology:

1. First industry input regarding the areas of change was gathered in a first survey
2. The results were presented to all ETT members during a first session
3. All groups moved into the group working phase to review, discuss and verify or change the results of 

the survey
4. The group results were analysed and put together in an overall results sheet
5. This overall results were presented back to all ETT members in a second session

Sprint 1

Online Survey
First Online 

Session
Team Work

Second Online 
Session

mailto:matthias.tesi.baur@mbb-consultinggroup.com


Results First Online survey – Statistics of 
participants

21
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• 87 participants in total
• The majority, 63% of respondents came from Europe

Europe
63%

SE Asia
9%

India
8%

Middle East
5%

S Africa
4%

China
3%

Australia
2%

S America
2%

USA
1%

Mexico
1%

Russia
1%

Pakistan
1%

UK
38%

Germany
20%

Italy 
20%

France
5%

Croatia
3%

Austria
2%

Ireland
2%

Netherlands 
2%

Poland
2% Spain

2%

Switzerland
2%

Turkey
2%

Europe
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Results First Online survey – Statistics of 
participants

22

Split by Job title

Split by Department
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Executive
35%

Marketing
15%

Sales
12%

Business 
Development

8%

R&D
8%

Event 
management

6%

Operations
6%

IT
4%

Education
2%

International 
Projects

2%

Data 
analysis

2%

n = 77

n = 51

C-Suite
23%

Director
34%

MD
15%

Manager
8%

Student
8%

Sales 
Executive

5%

Analyst
3%

Consultant
3% Lecturer

1%
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Results First Online survey: How much does the 
exhibition industry need to change?

23
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n = 83

6%

44% 45%

5%

0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Completely A lot Somewhat A little bit No change is
required

95%

95% of all respondents think 
our industry needs to change

50% think our industry needs 
to change a lot or completely

How much do you think our industry
needs to change?
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We are semi-prepared to 
manage the change but 

only 49% of all 
respondents think we 

manage the change well 
or very well

Results First Online survey: How well will the 
exhibition industry manage the change?

24
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n = 82

7%

42%

41%

10%

0%

0% 20% 40% 60%

Very well

Well

Somewhat well

Not well

Not well at all

How well do you think the exhibition industry 
will manage the change?
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Almost half of all respondents 
believe larger companies are 

in a better position for change

Online survey result: Companies in the best 
position for change

25
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The next two slides represent 
the results of Sprint 1. You can 
see all areas that need to 
change divided into main and 
sub-groups.

The percentage on the left 
hand side indicates the 
frequency of mention of each 
area and the scale on the right 
hand side plus red line 
represents the importance 
rating.

The green line represents the 
combined value of these two 
indicators and is therefore the 
main value to look at to spot 
the areas that need to change 
in our industry most urgently.
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Main and sub areas that need to change
Areas no group chose to focus on in the 

following process
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1 About the Exhibition Think Tank Slide 3 - 11

2 About MBB-Consulting Group Slide 12 - 14

3 Executive Summary Slide 15 - 18

4
Sprint 1 / Defining what areas need to change in the exhibition 
industry

Slide 19 - 27

5
Sprint 2 & 3 / Defining why each area needs to change and solutions 
for change in each area

Slide 28 - 152

Value Proposition Slide 30 - 56

Set Up Slide 57 - 84

HR Slide 85 - 99

Digital Slide 100 - 122

Commercial Strategy Slide 123 - 141

Marketing Slide 142 - 152

6 Sprint 4 / Change Management in the exhibition industry Slide 153 - 175
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Sprint 2 & 3

Online Survey
First Online 

Session
Team Work

Second Online 
Session

The goal of the second and third sprint was to identify what exactly in each area has to change and what a 
new solution could look like for the customers.

The methodology was similar to the first sprint. We started with a preparation survey, presented the results 
to the think tank members who then moved into the break out groups to work on following questions:

1. Please describe what exactly needs to change?
2. Please define the solution for the customer (visitor / exhibitor), or the industry, where industry 

is more applicable.

Each group focused on one or two chosen areas which means that some areas have not been worked on as 
indicated on a slide beforehand.

On the following slides we will show the outcome of the group work divided by main areas plus the slides 
each group presented in the think tank sessions.
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Think Tank groups* that covered this 
area in Sprints 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. The Five Nation Army Stephan Forseilles
2. New Order Eddie Choi

3. Spring Breakers Guy Garside & Sophie Holt

4. MESSE Forwards Thorsten Hilber
5. Futurists Baris Onay
6. Team Profs Without Borders Stephan Murtagh
7. Team Renaissance Florian Courgenouil
8. Wabi – Sabi Holger Feist
9. Eventrepreneurs Tamar Beck 
10. Team Natasja O' Connor Natasja O' Connor 
11. Team Asia Bjoern Kempe

12. India Reboot 3.0 Raghav Khosla
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The crisis has highlighted that the value of f2f events should be more closely defined and 
communicated while the value of digitally coming together needs to be formulated: The Think Tank 
groups determined that the dichotomy of live and digital events has been brought to the forefront as a 
result of the crisis. A large number of groups pointed out that the focus of providing a lead generating 
market place that is largely restricted to the days the show happens, needs to be extended in the 
future. Groups pointed out that the industry’s uptake of digital formats was perhaps too moderate 
although customer marketing spend was increasingly including digital channels. The industry has had 
to think more about digital events as a channel to continue to bring people together when a physical 
event is no longer possible, in any kind of crisis. During Covid - 19 the industry was not able to 
seamlessly move to a digital format as it was felt it was wholly unprepared to do so. The crisis has 
shown the value of digital with better targeting, and measurability for example, but also importantly, 
the value of f2f, the intrinsic importance of the live, human interaction.

1. 

2. 
Deeper understanding of the eco system: Some Think Tank groups felt events needed to be researched 
and understood better within the wider ecosystem. For example acquiring a deeper knowledge of the 
industry the event is covering (for example the industry stakeholders, the supply chain outside the 
direct event stake holder groups etc.) Importantly, the level of understanding of the marketing 
channels available to a customer and where events sit within a customer’s channel strategy / channel 
spend was thought by the groups as needing to change. A deeper understanding of what drives 
customers, their wants and needs is achieved through regular and continuous communication and 
collection and storing of customer data.
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Once the ecosystem has been understood, (re)defining and communicating the value:
The majority of groups mentioned the importance of identifying what the value is that is created by 
live, by virtual and by hybrid events respectively once the eco-system has been understood further. The 
industry’s definition of value was said to need to change from sales of square metres to real ROI (real 
qualified leads, information / content acquired). The focus needed to be trained on the customers, 
including the visitors. Visitors are increasingly being recognised as a core part of the value creation 
process as they demand ROT in visiting events.
Against this, the role of organisers needed to change (be redefined) within the industry eco-system to 
fit with the value proposition. The value proposition needed to be personalised / custom fit per show 
and/or per exhibitor/visitor and needed to be clearly communicated.

Delivery of the value proposition needs to change to include digital and a 365 platform offering: the 
Think Tank discussions clearly highlighted the need for a digital platform that met the needs and 
engaged the stakeholders of an eco-system outside of the highlight, the live event, to deliver a new 
value proposition. Beyond widening the audience, allowing stakeholders to engage throughout the 
year, it offers a  plan B when live events are not possible due to a pandemic for example. 

3. 

4. 

More digital offerings as part of the value proposition: A change towards more digital offerings is seen 
as critical for the industry by the Think Tank members. It requires the industry to embrace digital and 
to invest, develop, into the technology and skill sets required, regardless if for a 365 platform or as part 
of the live event.  

5. 
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*Event Profs Without Borders

Why does Value Proposition need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Redefine the real value of live events: “Currently events see themselves as platforms for lead generation. Organisers need to find a way to
capture the idea creation and content that is generated in the conversations when delegates interact. This is currently the approach taken by
events organised Bloomberg and Economist.” (Team Asia) “Is the personal contact / customer relationship replaceable?” (Visifive +) "After sitting
through hours of virtual events it is apparent that this cannot be the future of the Exhibitions industry. Exhibitions since the beginning have
leveraged the chemistry of f2f engagement.” (EPWB)*

New business models have emerged: “The value proposition needs to incorporate new digital/virtual/hybrid means, differentiate against other
ways to spend marketing budget, and justify the increased costs.” (Wabi - Sabi) “For years, the online world has been monetized by ROI. Our live
events have been getting away with not even having to audit attendance figures. It is time to use digital / AI platforms to enhance live and track
the reality of the ROI of the event. We all say that "nothing beats face2face" so we should back this up.” (StrongGirlz)

Digital threatens the current value proposition: “(…) the most fundamental issue to the tradeshow industry at present. The crisis has accelerated
digital adoption, and created emergent threats and culture change which could fundamentally impact the profitability of the live model. If
organisers don't change their value proposition they will be out manoeuvred by those data led organisers which do.” (The Five Nation Army)

The industry needs a Plan B: “The concept of 'meeting-driven transformation' on various levels (individual or community-related) focused on
building the desired world of tomorrow seems to be key. A Plan B is systematically required so that the value proposition does not rely only on a
physical event.” (Renaissance)

Real value is not 
defined

New Business 
models have 

emerged

Digital is a 
disruptor

The industry 
needs a Plan B

Page contains quotes of the groups: Team 
Asia, Visifive +, Event Profs Without 

Borders, Wabi – Sabi, StrongGirlz, The Five 
Nation Army and Renaissance
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Detailed Feedback

Redefine the role of organisers within the industry eco-system: "What should be their role in the necessary transformation of
ecosystems, using events and meetings? Vision/Forward-thinker, Leader, Awareness-raiser, Conductor, Follower, Support? Are we just
operational organisers or are we something else, with more of a strategic role to play? We need to ensure that we capture the
entirety of the possible proposition, not just the prospective (e.g. business enabler, connection facilitator, knowledge creator/sharer,
experiential meeting place, catalyser, etc.)." (Renaissance) "Exhibition organizers must stop thinking in projects but rather in products.
They become facilitators of a perpetual engagement platform specialized in their niche and for their audience. The organiser will have
to undergo a change of mindset - they aren´t mere event organizers anymore, but keepers and guardians of contacts and data.” (Messe
Forwards)

The platform to deliver value, meet the needs of the communities: “How will they anticipate and over time meet the future needs of
their communities managed all year long, through physical and online experiences? How will they facilitate the creation of collective
intelligence with their communities? It is not only about transforming but also about 'enabling the today’." (Renaissance) “…shift from
merely buying and selling platforms or otherwise it will be replaced by online. It needs instead to be a re-modelled as a platform for
idea creation and knowledge exchange.” (Team Asia) “Event organizers need to find a way to develop valuable content for the
customers according to the needs of particular target groups of the customers (improving interactions and communication with the
exhibitors/visitors).” (Wabi – Sabi) “Event organizers need to find a way to develop valuable content for the customers.” (Wabi – Sabi)

Redefine the role 
of organisers 

within the 
industry eco-

system

The platform to 
deliver value, 

meet the needs 
of the 

communities

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Renaissance, Messe Forwards, Team Asia, 

and Wabi - Sabi
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Detailed Feedback

Keep the live events as the highlight in a broader industry platform offering:
“We need to find a solution to keep face to face attendance interesting so that we can offer the exhibitors a good ROI of their
participation in the exhibition.” (Team Natasja)

Develop the digital offering: “Digital content, operations, attendance, networking, product & services access. Interactions and
customer journeys designed around digital touchpoints to mimic the live event. Physical is our forte, we excel at delivering the on-site
experience but what if we could create the same sophistication with same amount of resources to support the live event leg
simultaneously. Digital will have to evolve beyond servicing the event and fulfil marketing outreach constraints.” (Futurists)

The role of events within other “to market” channels: “What are the specific features that make Events unique compared with other
channels/tools leveraged to manage communities? Physical or virtual are only channels part of an overall strategy and service.”
(Renaissance) “Value Prop v Other Advertising Mediums/Platforms” (EPWB)* “A reference that provides an insight of a list of value
proposition of exhibitions not fulfilled by other marketing or sales channels.” (New Order) “Improve competitiveness to other
marketing channels (exhibitors) or ways to inform (visitors).” (Wabi – Sabi) “Much more needs to be done to bridge the understanding
gap between organisers, suppliers and what the modern B2B Marketing & Sales team is trying to achieve, and how they view events
within their broader demand strategy.” (Futurists) "Values of events are competing with values of all other marketing instruments. The
value proposition should be focussing on "closing deals" either and/or generating relevant leads on the other hand." (Futurists)

Page contains quotes of the groups: Team 
Natasja, Futurists, Event Profs Without 
Borders, New Order, and Wabi – Sabi

The role of 
events within 

other “to 
market” channels

Keep the live 
events as the 
highlight in a 

broader industry 
platform offering

Develop the 
digital offering

*Event Profs Without Borders
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Detailed Feedback

The industry’s definition of value: “Organizing trade shows as a volume business is probably over: make volume and limit costs to
protect the margin. It was a simple, traditional business.” (TFNA)* “Value proposition of tradeshow is generating leads, not square
meters! Construct value proposition based on that. The volume of visitors is not important to exhibitors, not attractive. What matters
is how many meaningful contacts they get. Stop putting quantity above quality. The audience should be the right one; audience
demographics is more important than numbers.” (TFNA)* “The USP of an exhibition and its key deliverables to the various
stakeholders, especially for exhibitors and visitors, should be defined precisely for better understanding and decision making.” (India
Reboot 3.0) “Focus on KPIs - which figures are important? Is it relevant to know how many visitors over all attended or how many
square metres the venue offers?” (Messe Forwards) “We need to focus on our data (the value we deliver to our exhibitors/sponsors)
it needs to be better, cleaner, more focused and we need to give customers access to this data via different offerings throughout the
year.” (Eventrepreneurs)

Stronger focus on delivering real ROI: “We have to look at the real ROI/ROT of the event for the exhibitor AND the visitor. We see in
surveys that it is rated low on both sides.” (TFNA)* “A value proposition of an exhibition should be business-centric and focused in
the return on investment. (New Order) “ROI is always key, so in some ways this is not a new challenge but it's going to be more
important than ever.” (Spring Breakers)

Stronger focus on 
delivering real 

ROI

Industry’s 
definition of 

value

Page contains quotes of the groups: The 
Five Nation Army, India Reboot 3.0, Messe 

Forwards, Eventrepreneurs, New Order, 
Spring Breakers and Futurists

*The Five Nation Army
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Detailed Feedback

Stronger focus on qualified leads: "Yes branding, awareness, networking are all important, but the #1 reason for
sponsoring/exhibiting at exhibitions is qualified lead generation." (Futurists) “Value proposition of tradeshow is generating leads, not
square meters! Construct value proposition based on that. The volume of visitors is not important to exhibitors, not attractive. What
matters is how many meaningful contacts they get. Stop putting quantity above quality. The audience should be the right one;
audience demographics is more important than numbers.” (TFNA)*

The customer focus: “We are often all guilty of thinking inside-out and we need to make sure our thinking is outside-in. By that I
mean not addressing our value proposition as 'what do we want our event to be' but instead as 'what event (and/or wider
proposition) does the industry need’; We also need to be treating our visitors as customers - they are core to providing exhibitor
value and therefore need to be understood, managed and retained in a similar way.” (Eventrepreneurs) “…more focus on visitors!”
(Messe Forwards) “Improve the quality of the visitors and get the "right" visitors to visit the event.” (Wabi – Sabi) “Do more research
to really understand what the customer is expecting.” (Team Natasja) “The visitor should be central in all thinking. The visitor is the
ultimate customer. We should provide the visitor with all information about the community.” (Team Natasja)

Page contains quotes of the groups: The 
Five Nation Army, India Reboot 3.0, Messe 

Forwards, Eventrepreneurs, New Order, 
Spring Breakers and Futurists

Stronger focus on  
qualified leads 

The customer 
(exhibitor and 
visitor) focus
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Detailed Feedback

The VP needs to be personalised / custom fit per show: “Exact VP for specific show/series and personalized VP for Individual
Exhibitors.” (EPWB)* We must remember that we need to cater for customers in a myriad of ways that appeal to them - not assume
that our customers are all GenZ etc. Different offerings may be required to deliver value to more customer types. - Without customer-
centricity, your value prop will be almost redundant.” (Eventrepreneurs) “Due to varying customer needs, exhibitions may need to offer
a wider range of bespoke options to make the show accessible to the whole audience.” (Spring Breakers)

VP is an organisation wide / industry wide issue: “Cross-event teams even in business development, sales and marketing Better
knowledge transfer across silos. Best-practices exchange. Good ideas must spread horizontally not just vertically. Also at industry
level: initiatives like this Think Tank, associations, etc.” (TFNA)** “All team members at every level must be involved in the
development and definition of the value proposition to truly understand and implement it. No one function (sales, marketing, content,
bus devt. etc.) must operate in isolation. Each has an impact on the other and if disconnected so too will the value proposition and it
will become inauthentic.” (Eventrepreneurs)

The VP needs to 
be personalised / 

custom fit per 
show

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Eventrepreneurs, Messe Forwards, Wabi –

Sabi, Team Natasja, Event Profs without 
Borders, Spring Breakers and The Five 

Nation Army

VP is an 
organisation 

wide / industry 
wide issue

*Event Profs Without Borders ** The Five Nation Army
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Detailed Feedback

The process and continuity of collecting information on our customers: “We have to make customer-centric decisions. This will Include
focus groups, 121 surveys, participation in think tanks like this, data-driven analytics and business intelligence to identify trends,
patterns and opportunities. The value proposition and the plan/strategy needs to be entirely customer centric - based on identifying
what value the customers (exhibitors, sponsors, visitors) are currently buying/accessing outside of the exhibition. We also need to put
processes in place that will ensure that we are constantly talking, learning and collecting insight from our customers so that we can
consistently improve.” (Eventrepreneurs) “Customer Insight gathering, features of the expo with a focus on the benefit to the
stakeholders, variety of the offerings (product/ service profile), focus on customer priority.” (India Reboot 3.0)

The trust customers have in events: “Build trust in the customer especially in this situation.” (Team Asia) “Exhibition organizers become
a trustable intermediary that can connect the stakeholders in the business community to meet and exchange in a safe and trustable
environment.” (New Order)

Communication of the VP: “In the short term especially, when people are 'taking a risk' getting on a plane, staying in a hotel and
spending time at an exhibition, organizers need to be very focused on creating an experience onsite and being able to articulate it
really well that goes way beyond an attendee just walking up and down aisles at a show.” (Futurists)

The trust 
customers have 

in events

The process and 
continuity of 

collecting 
information on 
our customers

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Eventrepreneurs, India Reboot 3.0, Team 

Asia, New Order and Futurists

Communication 
of the VP
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Detailed Feedback

The timing, duration, location / a 365 day continuous engagement platform: “The event is limited in time to only a couple of days per
year. But our attendees have needs all year long!" (TFNA)* “Brand visibility is also limited in time and physical location. It's only visible
those several days a year and mostly to the people who can make it onsite." (TFNA)* “We would need to give a 360 Degree Solution to
our Exhibitors, Not only By lead or Queries Generated during the Physical Event but a Year round Activity where we can them Leads
through a E-commerce Platform along with B2B Matching thorough Virtual events followed by Physical Event.” (Team Asia) “Exhibition
as a sales channel with a fixed time and space seems getting harder to meet the expectation.” (New Order) “We have to provide them
with an continuous engagement platform coupled with 360 degree solutions with a combination of live events integrated with
digital/virtual experiences.” (India Reboot 3.0) “365 days proposition for events. Not only the physical event, but also other
possibilities to meet (physically and digital) and exchange information.” (Team Natasja)

Research into the eco-system: “Research should also include the size and the universe of the sector and which elements of the sector
spend the most money and build/align your data with the results. Research the type of exhibitors/sponsors/advertisers who need to
get to the sweet spot within that industry and then plan a range of year round products that can be sold to them. 'Event' strategy
needs to be underpinned at all levels by the research done to define the value proposition, with all decisions made with reference to
the requirements of the community. Format, content, sales strategy, marketing strategy and messaging, etc. should be shaped by this
feedback to provide the community with a proposition with real value.” (Eventrepreneurs)

The timing, 
duration, 

location / a 365 
day continuous 

engagement 
platform

Research into the 
eco-system

Page contains quotes of the groups: The 
Five Nation Army, Team Asia, New Order, 

India Reboot 3.0, Team Natasja and 
Eventrepreneurs

*(Team: The Five Nation Army)
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Detailed Feedback

Level of understanding of eco-system: “We must understand each of our markets better, in each region - understanding the structure
of its supply chains, its stakeholders and the decision makers, their needs and their perceptions. - Specifically ensuring that we
understand what drives the 'sellers' and 'buyers' in each industry, and how do buying decisions get made - Understand what else drives
those communities, do they have a thirst to network and collaborate, to learn, to be entertained.” (Eventrepreneurs)

Widen the audience: “Wider audiences need to be targeted via the multi-purpose event strategy. An e-commerce like category
management need to be adopted to target not only the conventional sales audiences but also thought leaders for content and
education as well as influencers to amplify the live broadcast leg to extend attendance from physical (exclusive) to broadcast
(democratised).” (Futurists)

Technology and skill sets: “We need to embrace and source the technology, process, governance and skill sets. - We need to change
to adapt to our customers new way of doing business, how we did things is no longer suitable, we need to evolve. If we are to
compete with other effective digital channels our customers use we have to deliver." (Eventrepreneurs) “The value proposition needs
to incorporate new digital/hybrid solutions.” (Wabi - Sabi)

Level of 
understanding of 

eco-system

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Eventrepreneurs, Futurists and Wabi - Sabi

Widen the 
audience

Technology and 
skill sets
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* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Following groups have prepared feedback 
regarding the area Value Proposition 

Solutions

Think Tank groups* that covered this 
area in Sprints 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. The Five Nation Army Stephan Forseilles
2. New Order Eddie Choi

3. Spring Breakers Guy Garside & Sophie Holt

4. MESSE Forwards Thorsten Hilber
5. Futurists Baris Onay
6. Team Profs Without Borders Stephan Murtagh
7. Team Renaissance Florian Courgenouil
8. Wabi – Sabi Holger Feist
9. Eventrepreneurs Tamar Beck
10. Team Natasja O' Connor Natasja O' Connor
11. Team Asia Bjoern Kempe

12. India Reboot 3.0 Raghav Khosla
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Twelve* groups examined Value Proposition Solutions.

The solutions cover the key areas of:

Understanding and delivery of value to the customer: 

Understanding where current value sits / where value can be added
• Understand specific customer (exhibitor and visitor) needs, their journey, pain points and factor these in if not 

already discussed 
• Ask / survey the customer 
• Form an advisory board in which the exhibitor and the visitor can exchange their expectations of the 

event 
• Understand value of events within other channels and improve the competitiveness of events

Delivery
By People:
• Empower, incentivise and reward all employees to embrace / enact upon the value proposition concept to 

make it happen
• Overcome the fear of change and accept risk, encourage an entrepreneurial spirit
Platform:
• An online Platform / ”Space” for the community 365 days in the year in addition to the live or hybrid event

*however 11 groups produced a slide
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Creating Value:

• Deliver leads not square metres. Focus fully on delivering leads and therefore more measurable ROI/ROT. The 
right quality visitors matched to the right exhibitor

• Use matchmaking tools, data, analytical tools, AI to improve exhibitor and visitor ROI/ROT
• Create more data points through surveys, polls for example
• More customisation; customise existing options by widening the offering and by including new offerings
• Enhance the experience  (Live event: remove pain points, create memorable and relevant experiences. Digital: 

intuitive, engaging, shorter engagement spells)
• Engage the community on a community “space”/ platform all year around

• Assemble or curate and deliver regular valuable industry content / intelligence (market reports, new 
product launches/product developments) on the platform

• Provide networking / matchmaking opportunities on the platform all year round
• A digital space / platform enables a wider reach (includes those that are not able to attend the live 

event)
• The live event should remain the highlight of the year; the “Christmas effect”
• Value needs to be individually defined for each aspect; dissociate content and networking value

The full overview of solutions provided by each of the groups follow. Each group conceptualised their own slides 
with solutions for change.
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Area: VALUE PROPOSITION
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Work on the EXPERIENCEOvercome FEAR OF 
CHANGE

Exhibitors come for LEADS 
– not square meters

• Break time and space 
limitations: event is 365 
days/year, all over the 
world

– Lead generation

– Brand visibility

• Be content CURATOR, not 
CREATOR: let community 
decide what matters

• Dial up the FUN factor

• Make online GOOD but 
onsite UNFORGETABLE

• Stop being Fat Cats

• Accept risk

• Learn to fail fast

• New KPIs based on ROI

• “If you had known this 3 
years ago…?”

• Outside-In thinking instead 
of Inside-Out – Customer-
centric design

• Break SILOS, not just in IT

• Sell LEADS, not square 
meters

– Deliver LEADS, not 
square meters

– Price based on LEADS, 
not square meters

– Measure ROI on LEADS

– Incentivise on LEADS

1 2 3 4

Results Working Group: 
The Five Nation Army
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Problems to solve:

1. Exhibition customers are business-centric, meaning highly cost-

conscious and demand for profit. Exhibition as a sales channel 

with a fixed time and space seems getting harder to meet the 

expectations.

Solutions:

1. The value of an exhibition should be identical to a marketplace 

where buyers and sellers both exceed their expectation with a 

justifiable cost for a supreme value along a fruitful business 

journey.

2. Hence, a value proposition should transform space to a journey.

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Area: VALUE PROPOSITION 
Results Working Group:

New Order
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Exhibition 365

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

• Shows of 3-5 days become 
year-round communities with 
constant connections through 
hybrid extensions.  

• The highlight of that 
community´s year will still be 
the real-life event - xmas
effect. 

Content / DataCustomer centricity

• Event projects evolve 
into business 
enablement in all 
forms. 

• Visitors must be 
embraced as equally 
important group.

• B2B and B2C become 

B2Me.
• Hybrid business 

models turn visitors 
into audiences.

The new 
organizer

• Teams of event and 
sales managers will 
be extended by new 
roles like 
podcasters, 
videographers, data 
analysts and editors. 

• Influx of diversity on 
every level increases 
the resilience and 
flexibility of an 
organizer´s team.

• Managers become 
enablers. 

New mindset

• Neither sqm nor 
infrastructure, 
but data is the 
most important 
asset of the 
exhibition 
organisation.

• To survive the 
increasing 
speed of 
change, 
exhibition 
companies must 
adapt an 
entrepreneurial 
spirit. 

• A constant flow 
of new content 
created by all 
stakeholders 
and curated by 
the organizer 
assures the 
permanent 
involvement of 
all community 
members.

• This will provide 
a much stronger 
basis for data 
aggregation and 
lead to better 
matchmaking.

“Become a smart data, commercial driven, customer centric and valuable content focused 
networking, community and matchmaking platform by providing premium personal as 
well as 365 days of online business relations.”

Results Working Group: 
Messe Forwards
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• RE-DEFINING THE ROLE OF ORGANISERS
o From just organizers to community leaders and integrators of meeting solutions and best practices 

between industry professionals
o Sharing both a short-term purpose (for business, connections, knowledge…) and a long-term vision 

that identifies fundamental areas of change for a given industry

• TRANSFORMING ECOSYSTEMS
o The 'raison d'être' for organizers will be to constantly provoke, challenge and guide their 

communities
o Creating collective intelligence within our communities is at the heart of transformation and will 

legitimate it
o Content and education will be key and will need to be shared massively all year long

• FINDING THE RIGHT PLACE FOR PHYSICAL EVENTS IN THE OVERALL TRANSFORMATION OFFER
o Physical meetings need to be a climax for a year-round engagement of communities
o Physical events are the most powerful touch points that truly enable EMOTION through experience
o Emotion is the core ingredient for decision making and memorizing.

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
Renaissance
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1. We will create a new value proposition that has our customers at its heart. It will articulate a
clear desire to deliver maximum value through connecting people within our chosen industries in
person and online.

2. As part of the strategy creation, we will agree and implement processes for capture of
meaningful, actionable insight from all customers. This will include deep and regular
conversations at all levels – so that we can build trust and continually redefine and deliver value
for our customers.

3. This means that we must commit to a full change in our culture to one that truly reflects
customer centricity; this will include prioritising customer success and rewarding our people
based on delivering and EXPANDING value for our customers, rather than on activity, visitor
numbers, revenue and profit.

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
Eventrepreneurs
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CHANGE NEEDED:

The USP of an exhibition and its key deliverables to the various stakeholders, especially for exhibitors and
visitors, should be defined precisely for better understanding and decision making. We have to provide
them with an continuous engagement platform coupled with 360 degree solutions with a combination of
live events integrated with digital/virtual experiences.

SUGGESTED SOLUTION:

• Customer Need Mapping
• Return on Investment & Return on Opportunity Analysis
• Relevant Buyers & Key Decision Makers including influencers
• Networking opportunities
• Industry Connect Initiatives
• Community Building & Engagement
• Customized Solutions for Customers

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
India Reboot 3.0
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CHANGE NEEDED:

Customer insight gathering, features of the expo with a focus on the benefit to the stakeholders, variety of

the offerings (product/ service profile), focus on customer priority.

SUGGESTED SOLUTION:

• Create surveys to understand the exhibitor target audience & penetration needed

• Create visitor/ buyer surveys to understand the level of offerings

• Create pre-event, during event and post event engagement between the stakeholders to promote

community business building initiatives

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
India Reboot 3.0
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1. Creation of sandboxes, workshops, pitching sessions and more conferences

2. Only one client interface including all technologies instead of multiple interfaces (meaning one database
and one exhibitor and visitor center)

3. Utilization of data available with organizers to reach maximum communities through all online and
offline communication channels

4. Creating an E Commerce platform for the subject of the trade show/event/industry

5. Closer collaboration or working closely to visitors to get their intension

6. The digital platform may be another value proposition for events - update existing or create new apps
for each show If the show have to go digital then AR/VR can be very helpful for customers

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
Team AsiaDefining New Solutions for our 

Customers* / Industry
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Develop Personalised 
Value Prop Individual 

Exhibitors

Defining the exact Value 
Prop of Overall Show

Revisit fundamentals - Invest in organisation wide review of 
customer pain-points 

Organisers investing in ROI tools for their exhibitorsExhibition Value Prop v 
Other Mediums

Better Training of Sales Teams to Understand value of what they 
sell and how to sell it

Results Working Group: 
Events Profs Without 

Borders
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Challenge Solution!

There will always huge value to 
face to face interaction, but due to 
the crisis, both exhibitors and 
visitors will be face barriers in terms 
of budget, where they can travel, or 
how many events they attend over 
the course of year. ROI is always key, 
so in some ways this is not a new 
challenge but it's going to be more 
important than ever.

Emphasise quality over quantity - i.e. this might be the only event you can attend 
but you will make the connections you need to. Not only ones you're expecting 
to make, but also those unexpected contacts and connections that only a f2f 
environment can bring. E.g. if you wanted to stop eating meat every day – you 
only eat it once a week, but you spend a bit more, make sure you get the best 
quality – and you appreciate it more!

Due to varying customer needs, 
exhibitions may need to offer a 
wider range of bespoke options to 
make the show accessible to the 
whole audience.

Organisers need to be more flexible in terms of different products we offer to 
exhibitors and visitors. E.g. a wider range of booth sizes for exhibitors, a wider 
range of tickets for visitors.

Results Working Group: 
Spring Breakers
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What needs to change:
• Messaging based on pure quantity and lack of focus on quality of audience.
• Non-curated, poorly knit together experiences
• Same old same old for 20th edition, lack of focus on novelty, ideation, innovation
• Jack of all trades, master of none nature of some shows

Solution for customer:
• Absolute focus on quality of audience and detailed data availability on audience for exhibitors
• Organiser effort spent on curating the experience for every exhibitor and visitor
• Best in class content, accompanied by seeking out and finding and introducing the cutting edge

product, even if not exhibit ready (exhibitor as content)
• Shows being multipurpose but clearly focussing on one or two areas (product innovation, networking

etc) whilst still being good at others

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
Futurists
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Value
Propo-
sition

to the
Exhibitor

to the 
Visitor

of the
Platform

● Get the "right" high quality visitors to visit the event
● Make content available even if physical site is low/down
● Use digital extensions to improve reach (hybridization)
● Sell packages of virtual airtime & space (sqm)
● Include number & value of contacts in exhibitor ROI
● Pricing needs to dissociate content & networking value

● Use AI and data received from exhibitors and visitors to 
create better matchmaking/business opportunities

● Improve competitiveness to other marketing channels 
(exhibitors) or ways to inform (visitors)

● Broaden platform KPIs beyond sqm or # of visitors

● Improve matchmaking and provide better information, even in 
advance of the show

● Remodel visitor journeys including all the new paths
● Deliver memorable & relevant experiences (Gen Z)
● Value needs to dissociate content & networking value, maximize 

use of visitors’ time at the show

Use the power of the 
events for the faster 

recovery of your 
business & the 

global economy!!

All-Attendee

Matchmaking

Results Working 

Group: Wabi - Sabi
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* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader

1. Spring Breakers Guy Garside & Sophie Holt
2. Strong Girlz Stephanie Selesnick
3. Think Punk ! Enrico Gallorini
4. The 404s Matt Coyne
5. Team Natasja O' Connor Natasja O' Connor
6. WALLABOKS Nicolette Elia
7. Team Asia Bjoern Kempe
8. India Reboot 3.0 Raghav Khosla
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A stronger focus on sustainability: Sustainability as an area for change has existed pre Covid -19, 
however the health crisis has accentuated the need to focus even more strongly on environmental 
responsibility. The think tank groups particularly highlighted print material, stand build materials and 
their disposal as well as catering related packaging and the carbon footprint as the key areas for 
change towards more environmentally friendly materials and practices. Groups also mentioned the 
fine balance to be struck between lower budgets versus higher costs, use of sustainable materials and 
the guarantee of hygiene but that the reputational risk of not focussing on sustainability was high.

2. 

Health and Safety: By far the most important change cited was the need to ensure health and safety to 
all parties in all aspects of the set up of a show. Key areas listed were cleaning procedures, crowd 
control, and social distancing and health and safety measures. Points were also made that country / 
city specific regulations on bio safety can vary and that the industry may have to go beyond compliance 
to ensure participant confidence in the event.

1. 

Change the set up of an event needs to better meet the experiential need of customers: A few groups 
perceived the event design lay out / as outdated or uninviting and sees the post Covid -19 opening as 
an opportunity to modernise. One group in particular commented on the participant’s need to feel 
more comfortable and connected. A parallel was drawn to the experience of a living room. The groups 
felt the layout could be more interesting and exciting; moving from rigid aisles to interspersing 
attractive customer experience elements between stands. A suggestion also included changing the 
registration process at the entrance area to a pleasurable experience. Rather than filling in forms it was 
suggested to use this area to begin connecting with people.

3. 
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The location and the city the event is held in: Some cities will take longer post Covid -19 to reopen and 
therefore may need to change as a location for an event. Additionally groups highlighted the mutually 
beneficial potential a closer collaboration between an event and the city it is held in could have. A city 
/ location provides an attractive extension of the event experience and can also provide discounted 
travel and accommodation benefits for event participants. The city benefits from the tourist impact.

4. 

Size and duration of the event may have to change but only as a result of other factors: Groups that 
identified this aspect of set up all commented that size and duration of a live event will be a function of 
the economic environment, the ability and willingness to travel and the safety regulations in place. 
Social distancing measures may increase the size of a show but a lower number of participants would 
reduce the footprint. The other factor considered was the impact of digitalisation of event aspects on 
the set up. A hybrid event would have to make sure the live and digital parts of the show look and feel 
the same in terms of set up. Comments also included the possibility of digital increasing the audience 
size of an event (inclusion of those who previously could not attend) as well as the duration (365 
platform).

5. 
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Catering will be impacted by heightened health and safety measures as well as environmental 
consciousness / sustainability: Catering has been highlighted by some members of the Think Tank as a 
key area for change. It plays an important part in defining the quality and experience of an event and in 
facilitating networking for example at dinners or cocktails. Participants have highlighted that the 
inevitable changes to guarantee hygiene in the preparation, presentation and consumption will 
inevitably increase cost but should not reduce the quality. At the same time it was felt that any inroads 
already made into sustainability (packaging, local sourcing of food) should be maintained post Covid -
19 at worst and improved upon at best.

6. 

Insurance for cancellation and illness : Changes in insurance contracts to include event cancellation, 
force majeure, staff compensation, risk insurance for people getting ill at an event was felt to be 
important post Covid – 19.

7. 
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Why does Set Up need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Sustainability, reduction of environmental impact: “It's very wasteful to build an entire show from wood and plastic and then dispose
of it after 3 days!” (Spring Breakers)

Compliance with regulations and guidelines for set up: “The set up of our future shows need to be built on finetuned security &
health policies.” (Wabi-Sabi) “Practical changes need to be made mid-term to keep all participants safe…” (EPWB)* “If people get sick
because they came to an event we'll get shut down again causing even more economical harm.” (Exhibition Ignition)

Opportunity to modernise: “People have complained for a long time about the 'old school' up and down aisles and traditional layout
of the floor. (…) shows need to get more creative around the engagement areas and design of a show floor.” (Futurists)
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*Event Profs without Borders

Why does Set Up need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Hybrid is here to stay: “We all agree that hybrid events are likely going to be here to stay once physical events return, but both
elements shouldn't feel like two separate events happening at the same time.” (Exhibition Ignition)

To reduce cost: "At a more practical level, Covid19 presents us with an opportunity to rip the band aid off some difficult decisions or
even transform our way of doing the event build/set up in a way that saves cost for many parties, is safer, is cheaper and is more
sustainable.” (Futurists)

Hybrid is here to 
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Why does Set Up need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Reluctance to travel / fear, travel restrictions / carbon footprint, cost of travel: “Location choice may also be impacted by the fact that
travel will become less frequent.” (BTTF)* “Location of international events may need to spread out into multiple regional events due
to travel restrictions/fears.” (Exhibition Ignition) “There is supposedly a trend towards making shows more local to counteract travel
restrictions/costs, however there should always be a place for big, global shows as the 'must-attend' event for a whole sector.” (Spring
Breakers)

Implementation of adequate bio safety measures in location: “Countries that have the situation under control and that are able to
implement bio-safety measures quickly and firmly will be a preferred location over countries that are less successful in this. Also
economic recovery of a country and stability will be part of the organisers' selection criteria.” (Team Natasja)

Regulations: “Location may be impacted by restrictions, as each country or city may have a different situation or rules, and organisers
will have new decision to make.” (BTTF)* “Travel restrictions and quarantine requirements will reduce international components
penalizing large shows in markets with small domestic markets but only short term.” (The Five Nation Army)
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*Back To The Future; ** Event Profs Without Borders

Why does Set Up need to change? 

Detailed Feedback

Manage reputational risk: “Need for increased hygiene and biosecurity and to do this exceptionally to manage any reputation risk.”
(The Five Nation Army)

Experiential need of customers: “Layout , location and certainly the overall impression of a venue is even more important than 5-10
years ago. People also identify the venue with themselves, like their ‘living room’.” (Team Asia)

Compliance with regulations and guidelines for set up: “Governments are defining what needs to be done. Venue's obligation is to
comply and offer standards.” (Visifive +) "Cleaning will become subject to more regulation.” (BTTF)* “Without safety, the industry will
shut down again quickly and perhaps for longer.” (EPWB)**

Customer confidence: “Venues will need to be set up, prepared and promoted for client and customer confidence.” (Wallaboks) “In
order to get visitor credibility we need to make major changes in how safe people will feel returning…” (EPWB)**

To facilitate easier cleaning: “Make events easier to clean and maintain, also then could reduce cost.” (404s)
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Why does Set Up need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Economies are struggling: “Size of the event will be a function of the economic environment and the ability to travel.” (The Five
Nation Army)

Size will change due to the digital impact: “The size of an event will change as a consequence of other important transformations.
Events need to be prolonged and enhanced by digital continuity. In the future, Exhibitions will be blended and will have digital
moments to include a bigger audience and to give importance to face-to-face meetings.” (Exhibitions in Training)

Due to social distancing the footprint will increase where possible: “The footprint of events will need to increase subject to social
distancing protocol, catering areas, flow and so on.” (Wallaboks)

Due to safety regulations / travel restrictions, fewer people will be able to meet (exhibitors and visitors): “It feels like for the next 12-
18 months, the reality will be smaller events with lower footfall. Now this could have a positive impact on the quality of attendees
and exhibitor experience, but will be something the industry will need to be ready for.” (Futurists) “You could potentially get just as
much value from a small number of key decision makers - and potentially still charge the same price as they're getting the same, if
not more value.” (Spring Breakers)
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Why does Set Up need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Safety and sustainability: “Until hotels and venues move away from F&B minimums we will never be sustainable and have
tremendous waste.” (StrongGirlz) “Catering services need to follow the two new trends: environmental sustainability and new safety
instructions to avoid Covid19 outbreaks.” (Exhibitions in Training) “We know 4/5ths of the audience still cares about sustainability but
they now ALSO care about hygiene; do not just prioritize hygiene. We must be cautious about how to message and handle the
introduction of more single use packaging less an event feel 'cheap' or old fashioned because we've reverted back to more wasteful
ways of consumption that we know many people don't want and associate with being out of touch.” (Futurists)

Impacts networking events: “A lot of networking surrounds catering at events, with a lot of business being conducted in these
environments. With the change and/or reduction in these areas this may impact on the quality & experience of the event. Events
such as cocktail receptions and seated events will also have an impact with social distancing.” (Wallaboks)

Impacts budgets: “There is a risk of downgrading the importance of environmental sustainability with the use of more disposable
material unless budgets are increased to accommodate biodegradable packaging. Prices will more than likely increase as does
wastage that is more common with this type of offering.” (Wallaboks) “The catering element has a massive environmental impact
which is arguably a bigger danger to us all than Covid-19. The pandemic should not tempt us to look to cheaper materials to save on
costs.” (Exhibition Ignition) “We need new catering concepts, pricing.” (Visifive +)
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Why does Set Up need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Sustainability: “In support of environmental sustainability, consideration needs to be given to the disposal of materials in line with the
regulations imposed due to the pandemic.” (Wallaboks) “It is important to focus on the "green economy" and in general on
sustainability.” (Think Punk!)
“Our giant footprint... Venues and organisers need to start quantifying impact and work towards common goals and metrics. We
compare our economic output to those of factories but hardly mention the amount of waste that we collectively send landfill”.
(Futurists) “More control over stand contractors eliminating 'bad ones' that build crappy stands from single time use materials that all
goes to waste.” (Team Natasja)

Compliance with regulations and guidelines: “New way must be applied to follow hygiene disciplines.” (Team Asia)
“It will have to comply with all the rules of social distancing and environmental safety.” (Exhibitions in Training) “Disposal of materials
in a safe and hygienic manner is an additional consideration Covid-19 adds to this topic.” (Wabi - Sabi)
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What in the area Set Up needs to change?
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Detailed Feedback

Event layout: “The Layout and floorplan of the events need to change." (Team Asia) "Floorplans / layout of events, registration /
ticketing process, access into and egress out of the venue and show, size and design of networking areas (such as cafe’s, restaurants
and meeting zones/seating areas etc), product demos (to be booked on a timeslot basis or have a mix of touch and virtual demos)
and signage (information around the event and rules and regulations should be displayed throughout the venue and/or event) have to
be changed.” (Wallaboks)

Entrance situation: “Larger registration halls, issuing of e-Passes for all pre-registered visitors and members of all service partners so
as to ensure contactless entry. Entry into the exhibition halls at fixed time slots to control and monitor movement.” (India Reboot 3.0)

Registration process: “Needs to be more than a form with way too many stupid questions. Registration becomes the place where the
show begins selling connections with people. (When we say registration, we mean demographics and intention capture.)"
(StrongGirlz)

Event design: “More customer experience elements mixed with stands for a mixed and more attractive experience on the floor.”
(Team Natasja) “The exhibit floor is old and outdated. Shows need pizazz – let’s bring the "show" back into showbiz! Sell experiences
and connections, not retail space. Let’s rent out ROI instead of square feet or meters. Convention centers and their exhibit halls
should feel like hotel lobbies rather than big, concrete boxes. They should be welcoming, not intimidating.” (StrongGirlz)
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Detailed Feedback

Size of event (foot print) and duration to expand or contract depending on numbers: “Show footprint to expand to accommodate
larger stands and general seating areas. The size of events may need change due to attendees not being confident to attend but also
due to travel restrictions. Event sizes may see a drop off in exhibitors that may have seen a financial impact to their business and may
not be able to spend to exhibit. The international market may also take time due to confidence in travel.” (Wallaboks) “Extended
build-up & breakdown/dismantling days and/or times. Spread the event days out, opening hours.” (Wallaboks)

Collaboration with cities (Location of event): “It is necessary to rethink the role of the city in the overall experience of the fair. There
must be more integration, sharing and greater dynamism of all the events that take place thanks to the exhibition. t is also
fundamental for the fair itself, to have a city ready to welcome in a coordinated, strong and supportive way the fair. The city is a
further strength of the "physical" experience of the Exhibition, it is another factor to go beyond in differentiation from the "virtual"
offer.” (Think Punk!) “Destination marketing (value outweighs the risk) through collective, proactive effort to market the destination.”
(Wallaboks)

Location (depending on readiness to reopen post Covid -19): “Densely populated city centres with Venues might become less popular.
Consider the use of crowded transport. Depending on location the fight against COVID will determine when each location is ready to
open up.” (Wallaboks)
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Detailed Feedback

Environmental impact: Sustainability and carbon footprint: “The need to be more socially responsible both in terms of environmental
impact as well as physically so (in a post Covid era), events need to consider further the impact on their environment and the
opportunity that hybrid style events then bring.” (404s) “There has been increasing customer demand for sustainability over the past
few years, but the Covid crisis may increase demand. One key issue is the setup and build of stands in an exhibition.” (Spring Breakers)
“Adopt sustainable materials, solutions & technology for the overall sustenance of the eco-system. Focus of sustainability initiatives
to range from reducing the carbon footprint to focusing on recycling and creating a "Green Brand”. (India Reboot 3.0)

Catering hygiene, seating and payment: “Greater investment in biodegradable packaging for food outlets.” (Wallaboks) “Catering
areas and food courts.” (Team Asia) “Reduction or suspension of buffet-style catering, seating / networking areas, format of
networking events, cashless payment options for public catering, kitchen configurations and procedures.” (Wallaboks)

Event insurance: “Insurance for event cancellation, force majeure, staff compensation, risk insurance for people getting ill at the
event.” (Wallaboks)
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Detailed Feedback

Cleaning procedures: “Have to strictly follow hygiene disciplines & measures from the ministry of health." (Team Asia) "The
venue/event meets a certain accredited standard of cleanliness and bio-risk standard.” (Wallaboks) “Further safety measures for the
cleaners themselves (especially with more exposure due to higher cleaning frequency. Educating and training of the venue
management team including engineering, security, house-keeping and catering on statutory guidelines, rules and regulations to be
adhered and implemented. India It is very important that the communication about the venue being safe and secure in all aspects
need to be shared to all the stakeholders of the industry.” (India Reboot 3.0)

Safety measures on site: “To be able to open up safely OH&S needs to be carefully managed to ensure that guidelines are met. The
safety of employees, clients and visitors is so important.” (Wallaboks) “Bio waste collection and removal, e passes, social distancing
norms, integrated health care centre, dedicated team of Health and Safety managers onsite.” (India Reboot 3.0)

Crowd control: “Effective and efficient crowd control measures including parking facilities. entry & exit planning, visitor movement to
be managed as per social distancing norms with specialized crowd management teams.” (India Reboot 3.0) “Tracing, queue
management, people traffic movement.” (Wallaboks)
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* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Following groups have prepared feedback 
regarding the area Set Up Solutions

Think Tank groups* that covered this 
area in Sprints 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader

1. Spring Breakers Guy Garside & Sophie Holt
2. Strong Girlz Stephanie Selesnick

3. Think Punk ! Enrico Gallorini
4. The 404s Matt Coyne
5. Team Natasja O' Connor Natasja O' Connor
6. WALLABOKS Nicolette Elia
7. Team Asia Bjoern Kempe
8. India Reboot 3.0 Raghav Khosla
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Eight groups* examined Set Up Solutions.

The solutions included specific actions to ensure health and safety of the venue, changing the design and other 
solutions to  increase the attractiveness of the live event, how to continue the sustainability drive, as well as 
changing the format to a “hub and spoke” model.

Health & Safety:
• Deep cleaning / sanitisation measures meeting specific country guidelines and global, accredited, best 

practice standards of all surfaces including air filtration
• Venue set up changes to increase available space according to demand allowing for social distancing. An 

increase in space particularly at the entrance / registration area, aisle width, stand space, networking areas.
• Crowd management measures such as staggered entry times, pre - registration, touchless interaction using 

face recognition or voice control technology, greater number of show days and opening hours for example. 
Another solution is to add  more venue entry and exit points. Further solutions included training of crowd 
management teams 

• Contact tracing
• The communication of all health and safety measures undertaken is paramount to gain the trust of 

participants

Continue the sustainability drive:
• Incentivise exhibitors to use sustainable materials
• Use of recyclable or bio degradable materials wherever possible including in branding and print materials, 

stand construction, packaging, catering, as well as use of natural disinfectants
• Waste management / disposal / recycling practices put in place where these do not exist

*however 7 groups produced a slide
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Increasing the Attractiveness of an event:
• Change the design of the event to sell experiences and connections instead of retail space

• Change the exhibit floor to have a series of areas rather than exhibition stands and charge for time 
spent in each area. Examples include areas for: education, group meetings, 1:1 meetings, experiential 
areas, activations, technology (augmented/virtual reality), C-level exhibitor/sponsor presentations, and 
a small, dedicated display/kiosk area for exhibits

• Improved registration process whereby the registration includes receiving recommended actions 
(similar to the Amazon purchasing experience). These recommendations can include educational 
offerings, activations, experiences, pavilions, networking opportunities, matchmaking, setting 
appointments, all in real time

• Partner with the city of the event location. Use the city to further differentiate / extend the event whilst 
potentially further benefitting from discounted travel, accommodation, and entry fees to city tourist 
attractions

Hub and Spoke Model:
• The solution is the simultaneous occurrence of one hub event (live or virtual) and numerous satellite events 

over the same dates which are connected digitally. The spoke events are tailored to the region they are in.

The full overview of solutions provided by each of the groups follow. Each group conceptualised their own slides 
with solutions for change.
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Area: Set Up & Format
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Hub and Spoke events will become the normal for future events.

Much like the airline industry model, we expect to see one "hub event" with then satellite (spoke)
events occurring in greater numbers across the world. Not just geo-locating in ⅔ major other hub
cities.

The format is fairly simple… one major event that brings everyone together (physically / digitally)
where spoke events occur over the same dates, for example, connected to keynote speakers / content
live streamed. In the “breakouts” experts present on similar subjects tailored specifically to the region,
with local and relevant experience. It could be these “spoke” events could become franchised style
event opportunities...

For all customer types, local representatives can then attend local events, not only reducing
environmental impact, but also generating more business to the locale, putting people in direct
contact with relevant parties in their region.

This can be harder with events where large scale products are shown, even with the use of virtual.

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group:
The 404s
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9 Areas within Set-up and Format were discussed, with many sharing equal importance. All 9 areas can be grouped 
into or overlap three focus points:

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Wallaboks

Instilling 
Confidence 

It is imperative that the event is perceived as a safe environment, with the responsibility falling 
on the organiser and venue. Solutions may include: 
✓ Frequent, and very visible hygiene practises.
✓ Consistently meet accredited standards of certifications such as ISO. 
✓ Adhering to social distancing: aisle width, stand capacities, networking areas. 
✓ CRM system must be in place to ensure tracing. Both show and venue (on-site) registration 

via QR system / facial recognition. 

Safety Events and the management thereof will need to be reviewed to ensure the safety of 
participants and adherence to government regulations. A few examples; 
✓ Show days and opening hours may be extended to meet historical visitor numbers 

(Tickets/visitor passes may need to be date and time period specific).  
✓ Ingress & egress must be managed closely, venues with multiple halls can have separate 

registration areas and access control per hall. 
✓ Smaller, pre-booked meeting pods within the show floor for overflow meetings. 

Show 
footprint 

We need to think outside the borders of the event and venue; a few examples; 
✓ Increase meeting areas by partnering with hotels to extend the show floor. 
✓ Introduce live streaming / fan-park areas (e.g. product demo’s) within and around event.
✓ Exhibitors to link show catalogues / brochures / demo videos to show website to allow 

visitors to browse goods and services prior to visiting the show.

Results Working Group:
Wallaboks
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1. Touch-less experiences (face recognition, voice control, etc.)

2. Robotic sanitizer machines to roam around the halls and toilets

3. Sanitizer pouches to each visitor to be given at entrance of halls with the ticket, mask if necessary 
at times

4. AC filters to have strong Purification Systems to minimize aerosols

5. Similar codes of conduct as in hospitals for all onsite personnel

6. The frequency of cleaning must enough to response with the number of exhibition participants

7. This policy must be publish to build the trust for visitor to visit the venue

8. Live APP from venue about traffic, regulations, etc.

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group:
Team Asia
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGES:

• It is very important that the communication about the venue being safe and secure in all aspects need to be
shared to all the stakeholders of the industry. Communication should emphasize and focus on inducing the
sense of confidence on health and safety of the attendees, precautions and measures taken thereof.

• Highlight on various entry/exit points as well as the health & hygiene safety checks being managed for service
providers, exhibitors, visitors and other support teams. The measures and steps taken and implemented at the
root level.

• Key focus areas to build confidence among participants will be: Deep Cleaning & Sanitization, Healthcare
Support, Air Ventilation & Circulation Management, Social Distancing Norms, Effective and efficient crowd
control measures including parking facilities.

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group:
India Reboot 3.0
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Area: SET UP & FORMAT: Health & Safety + Crowd Management 
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SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS:

• SOPs to be defined and agreed between the Venue & organizers for each show in advance

• Communication to all service providers, visitors and exhibitors about the regulations to be followed

• Training of crowd management personnel, security, house-keeping and engineering teams

• Allowing entry as per the chosen time slots to exhibitors and visitors and providing quick self-check in kiosks

with higher pre-registration entry can help control crowd.

• Larger registration halls, with a stress on pre-reg using a mobile device needs to be implemented.

• Contactless scanning of registration codes and timely reminders for time slot wise entry as well as health &

safety regulations to the exhibitors and visitors

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group:
India Reboot 3.0
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

SUGGESTED CHANGES:

• Use of recyclable material for stand construction

• Focus on recyclable & bio-degradable branding material

• Reduced use of print material – brochures, banners, flyers, etc

• Reduced use of synthetic materials such as plastic, nylon, rayon, etc

• Use of bio-adept disinfectants with lesser chemical and more natural anti viral ingredients

• Recycling and waste management by color coded waste bins

• Incentive for use of the right waste bin for better waste management

• Communication Media (Posters, Signages, etc) creating awareness about the green initiatives

Results Working Group:
India Reboot 3.0
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Challenge Solution!

Sustainability is a hot topic for all 
industries at the moment, not just 
exhibitions. There has been 
increasing customer demand for 
sustainability over the past few 
years, but the COVID-19 crisis may 
increase demand. One key issue is 
the setup and build of stands in an 
exhibition. E.g. they may be made 
of wood and disposed of after a few 
days which is bad for the 
environment. Metal stands are 
reusable, but these can be more 
expensive or are not desired by 
exhibitors for design reasons. This 
remains a barrier to stands being 
more sustainable

Incentivise exhibitors to use more sustainable materials, spend less time setting 
up/building. If visitor demand increases, then exhibitors should follow suit, so 
perhaps events could educate their visitors on the importance of sustainable 
materials - if they value this there would be a reason for an exhibitor to use more 
sustainable materials as it would reflect positively on their company/brand.

Results Working Group:
Spring Breakers
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Location / City

The city is a further strength of the "physical" experience of the 
Exhibition, it is another factor to go beyond in differentiation 
from the "virtual" offer.

Specific Experience for the Exhibition Users:
- Discount
- Special Package
- Entertainment

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group:
Think Punk!
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Registration is where the show begins selling connections with people. 
Registration = demographics and intention capture.

This improved system focuses on the ability to capture, then use the data points to create 
value for exhibitors, attendees and sponsors before, during and after events.

Utilizing a recommendation engine (think Amazon) based on data extracted within an 
enhanced event website, visitors explore educational offerings, activations, experiences, 
pavilions, networking opportunities, make connections, set appointments, find out who 
else is attending – all in real time. 
Matchmaking is an important part of this process.

The system will flip so exhibitors/sponsors will be able to connect with 
prospects and current clients in real time in advance of the show. 

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group:
StrongGirlz
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Shows need pizazz – let’s bring the “show” back into showbiz! 
Sell experiences and connections, not retail space.
Let’s rent out ROI instead of square feet or meters.

Eliminate large stands! The exhibit floor will be divided into a series of areas including:
education, group meetings, 1:1 meetings, experiential areas, activations, technology 
(augmented/virtual reality), C-level exhibitor/sponsor presentations, and a small, 
dedicated display/kiosk area for exhibits.

Exhibitors will book (paid) time in these areas to highlight and promote their products in a 
meaningful way. Pre-set appointments will become the norm.

One last note – most exhibitions going forward will add a hybrid experience
to bring virtual and live events together, attracting new and old customers.

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
StrongGirlz
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* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. The Five Nation Army Stephan Forseilles
2. VISIFIVE+ Silke Hoersch
3. MESSE Forwards Thorsten Hilber
4. Exhibition Ignition Mike Frost
5. Exhibitions in Training Angelica Mondo
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Health & Safety post Covid-19:  All groups mentioned that health and safety aspects of the workplace 
need to be carefully implemented. Specifically that bio risk cleaning measures taken are communicated 
to employees, that employees are trained on health and safety / hygiene measures, employees are 
provided with any necessary protective equipment, and trained in any changes in their job roles as a 
result of the pandemic, to ensure trust in the workplace. 

1. 

Staff retention: a number of reasons were listed why and what needed to change to reduce staff churn 
/ increase retention levels by the groups who investigated this area. 
First and foremost the perception is that further education and training can be improved to increase 
and broaden skill sets to fulfil job roles and to facilitate the changes in the industry. While digital skills 
were cited as the most obvious, other training and education needs specific to departments and 
specific to the industries their trade shows serve, exist to keep up to date with best industry practices 
and knowledge. Also mentioned was that the HR department itself would benefit from a deeper 
understanding of the events industry, and that senior management should equally benefit from 
training and education. Highlighted by one group was a need to change the overall attitude to training, 
which at times is seen as irrelevant / unimportant and to make time for it.
The pandemic was also said to have demonstrated the effectiveness of working at home and the 
groups believe flexible work structures could increase satisfaction levels.  Besides better remuneration, 
establishing a corporate identity and a culture of acting as brand ambassadors for the company were 
mentioned as necessary changes to retain staff.

2. 
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Equal Opportunities: A point that strongly made across many groups in HR was equal opportunities for 
all. The key area for action was to assess all policies / practices on open or hidden bias (including but 
not limited to: sexism, racism, religion, culture etc.) to ensure true inclusivity and diversity. Anti 
discriminatory practices was also identified as a specific training need.

4. 

Talent attraction: attracting the right talent and skill sets from the outset was pointed out as a key area 
of change with HR. It was important to attract the right talent in light of the changes / paradigm shift 
the industry is expected to undergo. Broadening the areas people are attracted from and increasing 
the understanding of the industry overall were determined. In particular a higher exposure of the 
industry to universities and increasing the understanding of the events business outside of industry 
were mentioned.

3. 
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Why does HR need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Reduce churn: “More time should be dedicated to addressing why employee churn is so high, understanding how to keep good team
members in the business and industry.” (Eventrepreneurs)

Build skill sets for the changes in the industry: “We will need to assess our company cultures and ask - do our employees have the
skills to deal with this shift? What skills do we need and where can we train, recruit. Do we have the right attitude to adapt and
embrace change, skill set to deliver new formats especially digital.” (Eventrepreneurs) “…make sure we have a recruitment strategy,
do we have the right talent on board to deal with the influx of changes to our business - digital/tech specialities.” (Exhibition Ignition)
“It is imperative that HR strategy and policies are devised and curated to meet and fulfill the future challenges and growth.” (India
Reboot 3.0)

Staff safety: “On the safety side, equal attention must be focused on employees safety (investing in PPE, frequent sanitising vehicles,
staff washrooms etc.). Consider high-risk employees, company policies adjusted to accommodate.” (Wallaboks) “Staff will be acutely
aware of H&S - clear 'returning back to work' plans are required. Are businesses equipped with necessary PPE and social distancing
guidelines?” (Exhibition Ignition)

To reduce churn

Build skill sets for 
the changes in 

the industry
Staff safety

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Eventrepreneurs, Exhibition Ignition, India 

Reboot 3.0 and Wallaboks
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What in the area HR needs to change?
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Detailed Feedback

Talent attraction: “We need to get better in attracting the right people. We need to redevelop our internal and industry culture to
attract the right talent. We need to identify what type of people should be hired, what qualifications we need.” (Visifive +) “Our
industry has not changed much in the past 30 years, lots of people are spending 15-20 years in the industry, sometimes in the same
company!” (TFNA)* “We need to attract more talents with new skills.” (Exhibitions in Training) “Encourage employees to keep their
eye out for talent.” (Exhibition Ignition) “New impulses are needed. New impulses can only come from new people. They can help
introduce new ways of thinking and change of mindset like introducing a thinking learned in start-up culture.” (Messe Forwards)

Limited exposure to universities: “The main issue is there is not a lot of early exposure to the exhibition industry for university
students, etc.” (Futurists)

Talent retention: “Better retention, performance management and onboarding/continuing education is needed.” (Visifive +)
“Competitive salaries to attract and retain the best talent in a client driven market.” (Exhibition Ignition)

Talent attraction Talent retention

Page contains quotes of the groups: The 
Five Nation Army, Visifive +, Exhibitions in 

Training, Exhibition Ignition, Messe 
Forwards and Futurists

Limited exposure 
to universities

*Team: The Five Nation Army
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What in the area HR needs to change?
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Detailed Feedback

Training and development / continuous education opportunities for existing staff: “We haven't trained them (employees) to new
skills. We have not challenged them (employees )because we just asked for X% revenue growth each year with zero innovation. It's
not their fault! It must come from the management.” (TFNA)* “Develop skills for employee’s career progression.” (Exhibition Ignition)
“Employee training in new work models, agile working etc.” (Messe Forwards) “HR focus should be improved with more talent
development and knowledge transfer instead of administration.” (New Order)

Top level (management) skills training: ”Management is too risk averse and mostly "too experienced" in organizing traditional trade
shows. If management, as a role model, does not change, the rest of the organization will not see the need for change.” (TFNA)*

Employee attitudes to training: “Employee attitudes are often: ‘I don't have the time’, ‘Don't feel the need’, or ‘If management
doesn't do it why should I?’ “ (TFNA)*

Employee 
attitudes to 

training

Page contains quotes of the groups: The 
Five Nation Army, Exhibition Ignition, 

Messe Forwards and New Order

Training and 
development/ 

continuous 
education 

opportunities for 
existing staff

Top level 
(management) 
skills training

*Team: The Five Nation Army
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What in the area HR needs to change?
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Detailed Feedback

Promotion of the industry outside of the industry: “We need better promotion of the exhibition industry outside of the industry. A lot
of things are done by associations that stays within the industry.” (Visifive +)

HR employees understanding of the events business: “HR does not understand enough about business, HR often takes care of
administrative tasks; not people and their development.” (Visifive +)

Working structure (including homeworking): “It's possible, it works. Those who go back to normal office hours ‘didn't hear the bang’.”
(TFNA)* “More flexible working models which deal better with the requirements of Gen Z+ (for example: work life balance).” (Visifive
+) “Discuss working from home options with all staff and assess remote working infrastructure.” (Exhibition Ignition)

Promotion of the 
industry outside 
of the industry

HR employees 
understanding of 

the events 
business 

Working 
structure 
(including 

homeworking)

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Visifive +, The Five Nation Army and 

Exhibition Ignition

* The Five Nation Army
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What in the area HR needs to change?
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Detailed Feedback

Corporate identity and brand ambassadors: “Employees should feel part of a community and as brand ambassadors be proud to be
part of their company.” (Exhibitions in Training)

Equal Opportunities: “Equal Opportunities, diversity, harassment policies etc. Any existing policies on diversity, equal opportunities,
sexual and racial harassment need to be assessed for their effectiveness, benchmarked against other industries which are more
inclusive, and less tolerant of racism and sexism etc.” (Exhibition Ignition) “Be aware of gender and people of colour pay gaps and
eradicate them.” (Exhibition Ignition) “Anti-discriminatory training.” (Exhibition Ignition) “Diversity should be increased in every way.
That goes for sex, culture, religion and so on.” (Messe Forwards)

Return to work post COVID-19: “Return to work strategy, incentives and guidance on how their roles may be changing and training to
assist this.” (Exhibition Ignition)

H&S for employees in the workplace: “Health & Safety within the workplace and mental health wellbeing. Identify and support high
risk individuals.” (Exhibition Ignition)

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Exhibitions in Training, Exhibition Ignition 

and Messe Forwards

Corporate 
identity  and 

brand 
ambassadors

Equal 
Opportunities

Return to work 
post COVID -19

H&S for 
employees in the 

workplace
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Following groups have prepared feedback 
regarding the area HR Solutions

Think Tank groups* that covered this 
area in Sprints 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. The Five Nation Army Stephan Forseilles
2. VISIFIVE+ Silke Hoersch
3. MESSE Forwards Thorsten Hilber
4. Exhibition Ignition Mike Frost
5. Exhibitions in Training Angelica Mondo
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Five groups* examined HR Solutions.

The solutions cover the key areas of staff retention, staff acquisition, digital transformation, health and safety,  
corporate culture and industry promotion

• Staff Acquisition
• Greater diversity including next generation and specialists from other sectors / industries
• Job advertisements more attractive
• All points in ensuring staff retention (below) will further make the industry attractive to new entrants

• Staff Retention
• Onboarding of new hires
• Mentorships and reverse mentorship programmes
• Good work life balance / working from home opportunities
• Education and training / upskilling, particularly digital skills
• Competitive salaries / “sharing the cake better” and benefits
• Introduction of performance management tools 

• Create a corporate culture with brand ambassadors and new employees

*however 4 groups produced a slide
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• Changes within HR personnel
• Education on the events industry to broaden knowledge of the events industry 

• Speed up the digital transformation with new job functions
• Promotion of the industry outside of the industry
• Post Covid 19 implementation of health and safety measures

The full overview of solutions provided by each of the groups follow. Each group conceptualised their own slides 
with solutions for change.
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

TRAINING and UPSKILLINGHOMEWORKING and the 
new office paradigm

• Crisis will make even less 
attractive for talents

• Show that people can make 
an impact. “Start with 
WHY”

• Share the cake better 
between investors, 
management and 
employees

• DIGITAL SKILLS, of course

• Learn Agile, Design 
Thinking, innovation, risk-
taking

• Focus on management →
they need it the most and 
need to lead by example

• “I don’t have time” is not 
an excuse

– Must make the time

– Take advantage of 
cyclicality of the 
business

• Homeworking is the new 
normal

• It actually works

• Those wanting to go back 
to normal office “didn’t 
hear the BANG!”

• Special packages and 
advantages to facilitate 
homeworking

• Important for talent 
acquisition

• New job functions are 
needed

• Bring in people from 
OUTSIDE the industry

• Digital-led advisory board

• Focus on the management 
first

1 2 3 4

Results Working Group: 
The Five Nation Army
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

• Investment in HR needed, HR does not understand enough about business, HR often 
taking care of administrative tasks not people and their development

• Job ads do not read excitingly, we need to re-formulate the way these job offerings are 
phrased

• Get with associations to see how they can support the promotion of the industry 
outside of the industry

• Introduce performance management tools in HR, i.e. development plan over multiple 
years (2 years), appraisals, self-assessments, check-ins on a regular base

• Develop a better onboarding plan for new hires, provide a mentor
• Invest in continuing education of team members
• Diverse team is needed with regards to age, gender and cultural background

• Younger team members understands the needs of younger customers better. 
Decision makers of our customers will get younger in future and will act more 
digital as part of the GenZ; thus will have differentiated needs. 

Results Working Group: 
VISIFIVE +
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• Mental Health support
• Dedicated counselors, support groups for employees directly 

affected by C19
• Talent acquisition/retention

• Streamline the process
• Be competitive – salaries, remote working, flexible hours
• Be prepared – C19 interview questions from candidates

• Equality
• Aim to eliminate unconscious bias from decision making
• Increase representation of Women and POC
• What do staff think of HR?

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
Exhibition Ignition
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
Exhibitions in Training
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Think Tank groups* that covered this area in Sprint 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. Team Back to the Future Mykyta Fastovets
2. New Order Eddie Choi

3. Spring Breakers Guy Garside & Sophie Holt
4. Exhibition Ignition Mike Frost
5. Exhibitions in Training Angelica Mondo
6. Team Renaissance Florian Courgenouil
7. WALLABOKS Nicolette Elia
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Accelerated adoption of digital: The accelerated need of adoption of digital applications, tools, 
platforms to improve the industry was unequivocal in all groups. The answer / plan B to the industry 
shut down due to the health crisis has been digital. With further health crises expected to come Think 
Tank groups have unanimously agreed that, unlike historically, digital offerings as an addition to live are 
here to stay and therefore need to be invested in. Beyond the Plan B solution in any crisis situation, 
digital applications were discussed as providing many advancements to provider functions, processes 
and value offering of the industry as well as in enhancing the user experience of a live event. The 
reasons for change included the benefits of a wider reach, continuous engagement, better 
measurement, augmented data value, enhanced user experiences and organiser value offering. Also 
pointed out by a few groups is that digital is the preferred way of working and communicating for the 
upcoming generations in the workplace.

1. 

Changes in all departments: Groups ascertained that changes in the adoption of digital practices were 
applicable across all departments, with most examples given in marketing and sales specifically. Pricing 
for example was felt to need a reassessment to reflect the better ROI / ROT delivered to customers by 
using digital applications. Marketing can provide better targeting, customisation as well as have a 
wider reach by adopting a broader selection of digital marketing channels. Customers marketing 
budgets are increasingly moving to digital marketing channels. It was felt by some groups that events 
as a channel itself need to use digital to enhance the returns for the customers to remain a relevant 
channel for their customers (exhibitors are visitors alike). 

2. 

The VP of the digital offering: The value proposition of digital was picked up by a number of groups as 
a key area that needs to be defined per company and communicated. It was noted that the tool itself 
cannot be the value, but the solutions that are of benefit to exhibitors and visitors.

3. 
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Collection and use of data: this point was picked up as an area for change by several groups with 
sometimes differing opinions. Thinking differed on whether more data was needed to be collected and 
organised in the first place to come to more meaningful solutions. All however agreed that existing 
data could be used better to provide highly customised content and matchmaking for example. 

4. 

Increased investment into digital tools / platform: Think Tank groups determined that more 
investment was required to procure or develop digital tools, platforms to deliver a virtual or hybrid 
event experience as well as any digital tools that allow organisers to enhance the user experience . In 
particular tools to deliver a hybrid event, livestreaming tools, tools to allow mixing different modes of 
participation (live and online interaction), product sourcing tools, analytical tools.

5. 

6. The cohesiveness between a virtual, hybrid and live event: Groups have pointed out that an event 
across the different formats live, hybrid, digital should be as close as possible in the look and feel, to 
come across as one, cohesive event with an interface between live and digital that is as seamless as 
possible. A consistent experience throughout all formats, where the feeling of “live” should come 
across as much as possible virtually while not forgetting the online participants when live at a hybrid 
event. 
As much as digital versions of the event require change as identified by the working groups  it was 
pointed out by multiple groups that any live event should remain as the clear calendar highlight for 
example when part of a 364 digital platform offering. 
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Digital content: A key area mentioned for change in digital is the content. All content is required to be 
adapted to a digital format, and up to date and relevant to deliver real value. Particularly for content 
delivered in person, online, the attention span compared to a multi - hour live conference session has 
been found to be much shorter. Content delivered in this way neds to be changed to have shorter 
intervals, be more engaging and more interactive.

7.

Education and training and changing the culture of working with digital: 
To allow the whole industry to move forward a number of Think Thank groups pointed out that 
education and training on digital formats is necessary. Not just for employees within the organising 
company but for the end user; the visitors and exhibitors, the digital tools and platforms on offer may 
require some training for ease of use. Beyond training some groups mentioned the importance of 
developing a data culture and a digital culture within a company.

8.

Preparedness / strategic planning for competition from outside of the industry:
An enhanced offering in digital within events will attract competition by players offering adjacent 
digital  products or services. Think Tank groups that covered this, point out that a strategy needs to be 
worked out to identify the potential competitors and to either to possibly partner/ engage with them 
or to build the competitive advantage of the events industry and raise barriers for entry. 

9.
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Why does Digital need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Digital touches on many areas: “Digital covers everything and not just virtual events so this is a huge area to focus on.” (Exhibition 
Ignition) “Stops the bleeding - virtual shows will fill the time gap while physical shows are jeopardized, year round engagement, 
insights on booth visits, better matchmaking, community building and sustainability.” (Spring Breakers) “Digital supports measures 
such as safety distancing and monitoring the safe capacity of event halls.” (Team Asia) “Improved user experience: (digital 
registrations), utilising machine learning in marketing, delivering the commercial experience through digital platforms. Market reach: 
focus on reaching those who could not previously attend and, by default, you engage your existing audience, while they are held back 
by Covid-19.” (Exhibition Ignition)

Digital an important channel for B2B marketers: “Organisers need to develop a greater understanding of what B2B marketers are 
trying to achieve and how they view events as part of the broader demand generation strategy. Once they understand this, the knock 
on effect will be the event tech ecosystem developing solutions to deliver success for exhibitors, rather than for organisers. If these 
changes don't happen, we will see budget increasingly allocated to digital channels, online and first-party live events.” (Futurists)

Gen Z workforce and customers increasingly focussed on it: “Built-in AI will be taken for granted by younger workforces. Productivity 
tools from MS and Google are becoming commonly available. Not adopting the obvious will distance talent and a digital-savvy 
workforce.” (Futurists) “Depending on which sector your events serve, customers may be lightyears ahead in terms of the technology 
implemented throughout their own businesses.” (Exhibition Ignition) “Gen Z is more focussed on online & Virtual.” (Team Asia)

Digital touches 
on many areas

Digital an 
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marketers
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Exhibition Ignition, Spring Breakers, Team 
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Detailed Feedback

Ensure all data is used to improve the industry offering: ”Provide highly tailored content and experiences to visitor AND exhibitors by 
ensuring that all data collected is used in the right way to further tailor matchmaking, etc.” (BTTF)* “Digital produces data that is key 
to get insights from our communities and participants: how can this help us to improve our services and events? Digital is the source 
of a massive amount of data (including the participants' journey). Once organised, it will help organisers improve the management of 
their communities and events.” (Renaissance)

Define the VP of online: “Value proposition definition online, and digital tools to support that.” (BTTF)* “Remember that any 
system/platform/solution is just a tool, but the event must still have inherent value that this tool should enhance or enable the 
delivery of. The tool itself cannot be the value!” (BTTF)* “Identify and develop a range of digital solutions that benefit ex/vis based on 
lead generation, community building, thought leadership positioning, branding, launch a new product, find a distributor, etc.“ (BTTF)*

Ensure all data is 
used to improve 

the industry 
offering

Page contains quotes of the groups: Back 
to the Future, Renaissance

* Back to the Future
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Detailed Feedback

Develop a data and a digital culture within organisations: “Data Culture is, like Digital Culture, something still underdeveloped in many 
companies of the industry.” (Exhibitions in Training)

The industry has  enough data but is not using it properly: “Geo fencing - we are not only collecting data about exhibitors and visitors 
when they register - during the event we also collect information about where they've been, what they’re doing etc. We already have 
enough data, we're just not using it properly!” (Spring Breakers)

AI needs bigger data:  “Better connections through better algorithms. AI needs bigger data!” (BTTF)* Although big data is one of the 
main pillars in A.I., exhibition businesses collect relatively small datasets, which is difficult to produce meaningful AI solutions with. 
Expanding the dataset could be a direction to enhance the data intelligence. This kind of enhancement requires data crawling 
technology that can follow the source of data for a deeper data mining process. However, is it worth developing such a technical
solution for an exhibition? Not to mention, privacy issues.” (New Order)

Clarity over access / ownership of trained AI:  “Remind organisers that as long as you are training someone else’s AI then you don't 
own the value! How can vendor experts tread the line between developing their AI whilst allowing organisers to retain the value? Is 
there some kind of licensing arrangement that could work?” (BTTF)*

The industry has  
enough data but 

is not using it 
properly

AI needs bigger 
data

Clarity over 
access / 

ownership of 
trained AI

Page contains quotes of the groups: Back 
to the Future, Spring Breakers, New Order  

and  Exhibitions in Training
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Detailed Feedback

All departments will need to address changes in digital: “Break down the changes required further into Marketing, Sales, Engagement 
etc. Must look at continual improvement of all areas (don’t just make initial changes then leave it be) as even the most traditional 
events businesses are undergoing irreversible changes. Marketing - More organisers need to harness digital in terms of marketing. It's 
cheaper, more tangible and, if going virtual, marketing will need to be 100% digital - outdoor, print, direct mail will all be irrelevant.” 
(Exhibition Ignition)

Websites are too simplistic: “The majority of the exhibition websites, if not all, are too simple with only event marketing information. 
When we consider an exhibition journey, the website is a very important touch point where most of the visitors or exhibitors are
likely to start. If a website cannot be skipped, then do we want to use it as a catalogue or as a point-of-sales?” (New Order)

Ensure longevity / 365 platform: “Ensure longevity by allowing visitors to connect with exhibitors pre-/post event digitally.” (BTTF)* 
“Community facilitation as a permanent activity.” (BTTF)* “How can digital help us as community leaders all year long? How do we
answer our ecosystems' needs in terms of market representation, content sharing and connection opportunities?” (Renaissance) 
“Offering exhibitors and visitors a place to keep in contact all year long, develop business continuously and share knowledge is also a 
brilliant marketing strategy to lead the market and to hype up between editions of a trade show.” (Exhibitions in Training) “Exhibitions 
should give content constantly to their clients. They should not only focus on the event but they should be hubs of all-year-long 
innovation and education.” (Exhibitions in Training)

All departments 
will need to 

address changes 
in digital

Websites are too 
simplistic

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
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Detailed Feedback

Digital can augment the physical experience: “Physical event experience design: What can digital upgrade in physical events vs. digital 
events? How can it help us augment physical meetings?” (Renaissance)

Digital can increase the audience: “Digital elements cannot replace F2F events, however they can improve F2F events / make them 
more accessible to visitors who could not otherwise be part of the exhibition” (i.e. a lower cost digital product).” (Spring Breakers) 
“We are expecting to be a situation where fewer visitors are able to attend a live event, possible due to travel restrictions, budget, 
even health concerns. Digital tools can be used to identify, segment and target this audience to persuade them to attend your event 
over others. Instead of inviting 10,000 generic contacts we could target 5,000 key targets.” (Spring Breakers) “Opening up the market 
to a new client base previously unreachable (due to budget issues, geographic distance or travel bans related to the virus).”
(Exhibitions in Training)

Matchmaking is a USP of digital: “We need to work together with platform providers to establish different matchmaking processes to 
ensure the best quality leads can make up for smaller quantity. The more emphasis put on matchmaking process, the higher the ROI
will be for exhibitors.” (Wallaboks)

Digital marketplace allows the industry to continue internationally in a crisis: “With different areas around the world able to reopen at 
different stages the need to look for areas to keep the International market relevant and engaged needs to be looked at.” (Wallaboks)

Digital can 
augment the 

physical 
experience

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Exhibition Ignition, New Order, 
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Detailed Feedback

Certification of education: “Ability to deliver certifications as an extra value add for digital education content.” (BTTF)*

Educate / train on use of digital: “A strategy to make aware, sell and educate ex/vis on benefits/how to use also needs to be 
developed in parallel to ensure effective take-up and use. These new digital solutions can then be used throughout the year and at 
the live event.” (BTTF)* “Instructions/directions as to how to hold virtual meetings.” (Exhibition Ignition) “Exhibitor training pre-
event (on how to win business at an event), through to in-show support by the organiser team (more than just getting exhibitor 
feedback and trying to get rebooks, the team should be able to provide the exhibitor training on-site if needed) and then post-event 
tips on how to follow up on their leads. This will result in better ROI for exhibitors and then better reputation for the event.” 
(Exhibition Ignition)

Engaging relevant educational content: “Content needs to be engaging and tailored to a digital market where people may not 
necessarily sit down from 9am-5pm like they do at a conference.” (Wallaboks) “Needs to be relevant/interactive and data around how 
useful it was needs to be collected. Many shows recycle the same speakers with the same presentations, this can’t happen if fully or 
partially online as audiences are to be kept engaged. The end user will want and expect up-to-date information.” (Exhibition Ignition)

Certification of 
education

Educate / train  
on use of Digital 

aspects 

Page contains quotes of the groups: Back 
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Detailed Feedback

Online and live should be part of the same ecosystem: “Consistent experience throughout the online and live aspects of the event. 
They should be a part of the same ecosystem and allow interaction.” (BTTF)*  “Thanks to a good User Experience approach, we are 
able to seamlessly combine the trade show experience with what buyers and exhibitors could do online, using for instance new 365
platforms for networking. The main goal of Exhibitions is to think and design a complete customer journey combining online and 
offline experiences.” (Exhibitions in Training) “Challenge to integrate both events so it doesn’t feel like two separate events.” 
(Wallaboks)

Recreate the feeling of live whilst digital during a hybrid event: “Keeping the feeling of "live", which creates the fear of missing out, 
and staying away from turning into just a 365 online catalogue.” (BTTF)*

The live part of hybrid should be highlighted: “Highlight remains the live event with digital elements to enable attendees to connect 
remotely.” BTTF In-person experience should feel like it's a premium/VIP experience.” (BTTF)* “A question in our survey was related to 
the possibility of changing some actual events to 100% digital, and the main answer was: it is impossible for my industry. The signal 
from stakeholders is that virtual meeting should be an add-on to F2F Exhibitions.” (Exhibitions in Training)

Digital side of hybrid has to be a core element: “One risk of hybrid is that online attendees could easily be forgotten - the digital side 
needs to be a core element of the event rather than an afterthought.” (Exhibition Ignition)
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Detailed Feedback

Tools to support the VP: “Tools to be able to deliver hybrid events; livestreaming tools, tools to allow mixing different modes of 
participation (live and online interacting), Connecting remote and physically present companies and people, product sourcing tool.” 
(BTTF)*

Strategy for competition from outside the industry:  “Engage with synergistic players in the area (Alibaba, LinkedIn Ebay etc.) instead 
of hoping they don't enter the market.” (BTTF)*  “Risk - if events begin to do this side of things too well (AI), will big players like 
Facebook enter the fray?” (Exhibition Ignition)   “Digital also brings in new competitors (Alibaba, Google, Linkedin).” (Wallaboks)

Pricing has to change: “If we have virtual shows/marketplaces that we use as a stand-alone or as a hybrid event we must create new 
pricing which will reflect ROI and that has a legitimate value proposition (expected ROI will be difficult in first year as we have no 
previous performance to compare against).” (Wallaboks) “Pricing needs to be made clear for physical/virtual events - if value from the 
two elements is different then the pricing must reflect this.” (Exhibition Ignition)

Investment into a digital platform: “Exhibition companies will need to invest in digital platforms to deliver a hybrid event experience 
as this is what attendees will expect now and in the future. There is no going back now! We have to evolve, innovate and be more
targeted and client centric than ever before.” (Wallaboks)
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Following groups have prepared feedback 
regarding the area Digital Solutions

Think Tank groups* that covered this area in Sprint 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. Team Back to the Future Mykyta Fastovets
2. New Order Eddie Choi

3. Spring Breakers Guy Garside & Sophie Holt
4. Exhibition Ignition Mike Frost
5. Exhibitions in Training Angelica Mondo
6. Team Renaissance Florian Courgenouil
7. WALLABOKS Nicolette Elia
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Seven groups examined Digital solutions.

Digital touches on a wide variety of exhibitions related aspects. The solutions listed here cover a wide range of 
digital applications and uses

• Accelerated adoption of digital tools and applications to enhance live events and to provide virtual only or 
hybrid event

• Define the value proposition of digital. Identify what can and what cannot be replaced or enhanced by 
digital 

• Develop a data culture and a digital culture within a company. This includes how to collect, store, read 
and use data. Also to experiment; try out different approaches and communicate across the industry 
what has worked and what has not

• Assess digital applications in all departments (for example data collection, audience identification, 
segmentation and targeting tools, analytics, matchmaking, lead generation tools in sales and marketing)

• Invest in an online, 365 day platform fulfilling a space to enable a community to connect / interact (gather 
leads), a space for content (intelligence, information, contact details) and a market space to do business 
(placing orders and purchasing) as well a space for institutional and political representation

• Update organizer websites for example with chatbots, digital event planner
• Develop hybrid events
• The virtual, hybrid and live event to be as close in look and feel as possible to one another to create a 

seamless customer journey between them. 
• Keep the live event as the clear calendar highlight
• Keep the feeling of the event being live (when virtual)
• Do not forget online attendees in a hybrid event
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• Increased investment into digital tools / applications to implement a virtual or hybrid event but also to 
enhance a live event. 

• Tools listed include: livestreaming tools, tools to allow mixing different modes of participation (live and 
online interaction), product sourcing tools, analytical tools, live chat, data collection and analysis, 
scheduling, layout mapping, matchmaking, tracking, conferencing tools for online meetings, online lead 
capture, information dissemination tools (e.g. podcasts, videos) satisfaction measurement (for example 
straight after a matched meeting to measure ROI), health and safety promoting tools (such as touchless 
business card exchanges and social distancing aids)

• Use Augmented Reality (AR) to enhance the video / livestreaming experiences (similar to Snapchat bringing 
AR into video communication)

• Content: 
• Create, curate, adapt high value content to a digital format (engaging, shorter duration, up to date and 

relevant to the community) 
• Content to include:

• Industry intelligence, post event reporting, education & training with certification, directory / 
information detail on members, presentation of exhibits (Pre-exhibition recordings of expo stand, 
products etc.), brochures, catalogues, demo videos, marketing material amongst other

• Content is delivered / available for every demographic and can be made available 365 days a year
• Content can be monetised (create a library of payable downloadable assets)
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• Collection of deeper and better use of existing data
• Define data that is needed to provide value
• Deeper data collection (go beyond the data from the registration process and extend to other data 

sites)
• Collect data in the right place at the right time (e.g. using geofencing)
• Deepen the data mining process, using data crawling for example and using data from social 

media, LinkedIn, search engine history sources (whilst keeping within data protection laws)
• Develop a strategy for for potential competitor market entrants that are strong digital players: partner / 

engage vs. build up the entry barriers (Alibaba LinkedIn, Ebay)
• Develop training in digital applications for employees and the customers / users
• Provide a virtual customer care team to ensure smooth running of virtual applications used by exhibitors and 

attendees
• Use of AI for example in matchmaking, product finding,  journey tracking and suggested routes for the visitor, 

points of interest / purchase intent of visitor
• Develop an ownership licensing agreement for AI trained data

The full overview of solutions provided by each of the groups follow. Each group conceptualised their own slides 
with solutions for change.
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Visitor Exhibitor Organiser

● Keep the feeling of the event 

being LIVE (avoid turning into 

just an online catalogue)

● Interaction between 

people/companies and with 

content online and offline at the 

same time

● Quality content (keynotes, 
education, etc.)

● Certifications as an extra value add 
for digital educational content

● Product sourcing tools

● Revenue generation through 
sponsorship

● Conferencing tools for online 
meetings

● Online lead capture

● Make it easy for exhibitors to get 
farther in the sales pipeline during 
the event

● Identify what can and what 

cannot be replaced by digital

● Identify "personas" for exhibitors 

and visitors and cater towards 

each

● Introduce some standardisation 

into the types of digital services 

that are delivered

● Educate about digital services, 

how to use them, and their value

● Use data to train algorithms for 

more targeted experiences
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Visitor Exhibitor Organiser

● Keep the feeling of the event 

being LIVE (avoid turning into 

just an online catalogue)

● Interaction between 

people/ companies and with 

content online and off line at the 

same time

● Quality content (keynotes, 

education, etc.)

● Certifications as an extra value 

add for digital educational 

content

● Product sourcing tools

● Revenue generation through 

sponsorship

● Conferencing tools for online 

meetings

● Online lead capture

● Make it easy for exhibitors to get 

farther in the sales pipeline 

during the event

● Identify what can and what 

cannot be replaced by digital

● Identify "personas" for exhibitors 

and visitors and cater towards 

each

● Introduce some standardisation 

into the types of digital services 

that are delivered

● Educate about digital services, 

how to use them, and their value

● Use data to train algorithms for 

more targeted experiences

Results Working Group: 
Back to the Future
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Problems to solve:

1. Space-only revenue model.

2. Dataset is not rich enough to produce meaningful insight.

Solutions:

1. Hybrid-event that digitally delivers customers’ content to 

complement a physical space. IE: Livesteam or Podcast.

a) How to enhance the deliverable?

Add AR to offer perceptually enriched experiences.

2. Use data crawling to deepen the data mining process, go beyond 

the data signal from the registration desk and to extend the data 

signal from explicit interest to behavioural intent. 

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Area: DIGITAL Results Working 
Group: New Order
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• 1. COMMUNITY FACILITATION AS A PERMANENT ACTIVITY
o Enabling community facilitation permanently (365)
o Creation of a three dimension place: Content place,  Connection place and Market place
o 4th dimension: Institutional and political representation

• 2. PHYSICAL EVENT EXPERIENCE DESIGN
o Personalisation of experience via matchmaking
o Stronger value of onsite engagement 
o Creation of participants’ journey

• 3. DATA AT THE SERVICE OF ORGANISERS
o Multiplying online events and experiments will generate valuable insights from our 

communities
o Insights also generated from onsite experience
o Data as a radar for new communities and new signals

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working 
Group: Renaissance
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For Digital. We focused on three areas, below are a few examples of solutions to be explored; 

Hybrid 
Events

✓ The digital event must support and enhance the physical event, we need to create more 
targeted USP's, targeted marketing messages to visitors and exhibitors. The digital event will 
need to offer many ways to get ROI for exhibitors.  (live chat, one-to-one meetings, match 
making and most importantly tracking and detailed sales lead information)

✓ Shows can offer special rates for pre-exhibition recordings of expo stand - products etc. 
Organisers can include virtual content production as part of the sqm cost - to ensure that 
each exhibitor has the same quality virtual offering.

Content ✓ Event organisers should collaborate, experiment and compare with each other, discussing 
their digital education content, what worked and what was not successful if we are to 
gain/maintain high participation in digital events.

✓ For online speed marketing and automated matchmaking: The exhibitor can load their 
product portfolio and the visitor loads their product requirement where the system plays 
match-maker. 

✓ Ongoing group discussions can be run with moderators, online visitors can join these 
meeting sessions as they normally would join a group of people gathering on a stand. 

AI ✓ Integrate AI into networking and product demonstrations using 3D networking stations with 
custom digital backdrops, including more VR product demos and ensure that content 
provided to visitors is shareable.

Results Working 
Group: Wallaboks
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Improve data 
collection

Enhance 
communications

Widen the reach 
of your event

• Be more ‘I’ with your ‘AI’!
• Only collect the data you need, in the right place 

and at the right time

• Quality over quantity
• Only target your target audience

• Complementary digital products to support your 
event

• Make your show/content ‘accessible’ to those 
unable to attend (for any reason)

Results Working 
Group: Spring 

Breakers
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• Keep Learning
• Pilot subsections of your data with different marketing methods and find ‘lookalike’ 

audiences using current data
• Your hybrid event won’t be perfect (at first) 

• Hybrid Event Creation
• Value of both aspects very important
• Monitor NPS of physical and virtual separately – find the right balance
• Provide a ‘virtual customer care team’
• Train exhibitors before, during and after the show

• AI for matchmaking and product finding
• Combine data from multiple sources
• Conditional Logic
• Better prequalification questions

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working 
Group: Exhibition 

Ignition
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working 
Group: Exhibitions in 

Training
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Think Tank groups* that covered this area in Sprint 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. Team Back to the Future Mykyta Fastovets
2. VISIFIVE+ Silke Hoersch
3. Futurists Baris Onay
4. Team Profs Without Borders Stephan Murtagh
5. Think Punk! Enrico Gallorini
6. The 404s Matt Coyne
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Summary Commercial Strategy: Why does it need to 
change and what needs to change? 1/2

Old pricing strategy is not perceived as commensurate with value: The Think Tank groups who 
covered this section established that historical commercial strategy relied on less transparent sales per 
square metre and a focus on overall visitor numbers which does not reflect the proposition of true 
value to the customer.

1. 

Transformations in the industry as a direct effect of Covid-19 and developments in digital and the 
value realisation which started before but have been accelerated by Covid -19 should be considered 
in future commercial strategy: Direct effects of Covid -19 include tighter budgets due to the economic 
impact of Covid -19 as well as increased costs around additional health and safety measures for live 
events. Digital has historically had lower price points and offers other competing channels for 
matchmaking that may take share away from events. The large majority of groups felt that monetising 
the true value of matchmaking, ROI and ROT, and particularly the unique process of f2f networking at 
live events need to be considered.

2. 

3. Increasing complexity of offers including live event, digital offerings and an all year round platform: 
Pricing strategy complexity will need to change to include various different offerings and their 
customisation to customer specific packages. The groups further mentioned that the industry needs to 
look at tools to simplify the increasingly complex sales process such as VR to show the layout of an 
exhibition floor or automated procedures for purchasing for example.
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Sales team skillset will need to change: To communicate value based pricing, understand and align 
with customer goals, navigate an increasingly complex offering, sales people will have to posses a 
greater skill set than selling square metres. Sales staff are perceived by some groups to be an 
underused opportunity to communicate value and (re)build trust with the customer. As frontline staff 
they have the most personal and direct line of communication to the customer.

5.

Too little focus on visitor value and visitor pricing in the past: A focus on the quality and relevance of 
the attendees to ensure better matchmaking is growing. Visitors are key to the exhibitors and 
increasingly visitor ROT is being considered as visitors have to justify their time at events particularly in 
economically difficult times or when risk of travel during a pandemic is high. A few groups focussed on 
the need for commercial and marketing strategy combined, to change, to deliver on visitor needs.

6.

Pricing structure for a 365 day offering / platform: Some groups felt that engagement, value provision 
on a year round platform delivering exclusive industry content  (news, trends, innovation, product 
information) as well as networking and matchmaking opportunities calls for a subscription based 
model.

4.
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*Back To The Future

Compressed 
budgets

Industry is 
transforming

New value 
models

Current pricing 
model based on 
sqm and visitor 

numbers is 
outdated 

Detailed Feedback

Compressed budgets and lower price points in digital vs. the value proposition of live events: “The lockdown has created a 
perception shift and the price point of these digital only models represents an emergent threat to the live model. With budgets 
compressed these "good enough" solutions may require traditional tradeshows to deliver significant innovation in their value 
proposition (and hence pricing) going forward.” (The Five Nation Army)

Pricing structures have to adapt to new business / value models: “We can’t deal with pricing until we have better understood our new 
proposition and come up with an overall commercial strategy.... commercial strategy needs to be built around value for the customers 
that a true 365 value proposition will bring.” (Eventrepreneurs)

Influenced by industry transformations: “The pricing of an event will change as a consequence of other important transformations 
(i.e. Digital, Venue and Cleaning, Size of the event).” (Exhibitions in Training)

Current pricing models are outdated: “How to price services aside from square meters; new pricing structures due to new business 
models.” (Messe Forwards) “There should be a detachment from square metres sold and more of a shift to the value or delivery 
against objectives.” (BTTF)* “It is the centre of the problem, the Sqm system cannot be the only way for revenues.” (Think Punk!) “No 
more lies, the model has to change. For example it's not about the number of visitors to an event, how many can you speak to in one 
day anyway?” (404s)

Page contains quotes of the groups: The 
Five Nation Army, Eventrepreneurs, 

Exhibitions in Training, Messe Forwards, 
Back to the Future, Think Punk! and 404s
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Detailed Feedback

Increasing complexity of offers: “If more complex offers exist this may require change and a greater skillset within sales teams to sell 
solutions rather than sqm.” (TFNA)* “Sales components will now include the hybrid event option and new costing.” (Wallaboks) 
“Sales approach needs to be completely rethought and should be: customer centric, high value relationship building/management; 
365/year round; creative propositions matched to specific customer requirements; better, broader and deeper sales skills; 
knowledgeable.” (Eventrepreneurs)

Availability of new technologies: “The use of VR is used in the construction industry to demonstrate the layout of the exhibition 
floor… allows organisers to sell their tradeshows to exhibitors without making the physical trip to the office. Online and business 
matching as valued add.” (Team Asia)

Loss of trust: “One of the biggest issues to be faced is one of trust. Exhibitors and suppliers who lost out may be less willing to part 
with cash so far in advance in future. What the industry needs is a sort of abta agreement so if the worst should happen people have 
some protection. Suggesting exhibitors take out insurance does not cut the mustard and certainly does not cover the supplier who
often are smaller outfits.” (404s)

Increasing 
complexity of 

offers

Availability of 
new technologies

Loss of trust

*The Five Nation Army

Page contains quotes of the groups: The 
Five Nation Army, Wallaboks, 

Eventrepreneurs, Team Asia and 404s
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Detailed Feedback

As frontline staff key to communicating industry wide changes: “Reassuring customers of the value of the product, defining the new 
offering. More virtual tours and online sales meetings. May need to compensate venue costs with more value-adds to ensure client
feels that they are still receiving value for money.” (Wallaboks) “Frontline staff very important, face the customer, all information 
needs to be integrated in the team. We should include marketing and value proposition into this area. Understanding of the the New 
Normal landscape is key.” (Visifive +)

Sales staff an 
underused 

opportunity to 
communicate 

value 

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Wallaboks and Visifive +
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Detailed Feedback

Sales team skillset: “We need to prove our benefits much better. We need to communicate our uniqueness and value.” (Visifive +)
“Ability of the sales staff to sell digital products, ability of the sales staff sell through digital channels.” (Visifive +) “Selling multiple
products at the same time (skills to sell different products; live digital, virtual).” (EPWB)* “Sales reps lack of understanding of what
B2B Marketers are trying to truly achieve via events and how events fit into the broader demand strategy.” (Futurists) “… the modern
seller should be a true subject matter expert, a partner to the customer who can provide insights and offer a genuine path to
solutions.” (Futurists) ”It needs a culture/mind shift with sales teams. EDUCATION!” (Back to The Future)

Transparency: “We need transparency on pricing and have to avoid last minute stand sales at a lower price than the other exhibitors
got who signed up early.” (Visifive +) “Need simpler pricing (broken down), all - inclusive pricing (open & transparent).” (EPWB)*

Alignment with customer goals: “Foster greater connection between the organiser and the exhibitor.” (EPWB)* “Accessing an event
should extend beyond stand ownership. Facilitated meetings and loyalty models to support SMEs access to the event via lowered
barriers.” (Futurists) “From selling to the customers to caring for the customers' needs and collaborating to help them achieve their
individual goals.” (Visifive +) “More honesty, more integrity, more alignment with the customer goals, more interest in what that
customer is looking to achieve and more discussion over what the optimal solution would be for that customer instead of standard
packages.” (Futurists) “Better integration with exhibitor's sales and marketing strategy.” (Back to the Future)

Sales team 
skillset

Transparency
Alignment with 
customer goals

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Visifive +, Event Profs Without Borders, 

Back to the Future  and Futurists

*Event Profs Without Borders
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Detailed Feedback

Value based pricing: “We will not be able to charge the exhibitor by sqm only. We will need to identify a way how to charge for 
leads/opportunities.” (Visifive +) “There should be a more “value based” price. A central point is the “value for contact”. The real 
issue is to identify the “real value” of each contact, that is very different accordingly to the specific interaction that we are talking 
about (the buyers value varies a lot).” (Think Punk!) “Price should be related to direct value. Pricing is still generally linked to size of 
booth + peripherals rather than anything more closely aligned with value. It often feels like the organiser / venue is trying to nickel 
and dime every last penny out of exhibitors too, which leaves a bad taste.” (Futurists) “Goal is to bring people together in meaningful 
ways. Commercial strategy is to define what value that brings to attendees and put a dollar amount to that. This goes for exhibitors, 
delegates, VIPs, visitors, media etc.” (Back to the Future)

Trust: “Explori research shows, the negative feeling towards trade shows is often below that of the financial sector and often the first 
contact a customer has with an event, is with the commercial relationship - once past initial marketing messages. We need to think 
about how we build better trust and transparency to facilitate a better experience.” (404s) “Sales is often perceived as negative, we 
need to learn how to change this perception into sales being a trusted advisor.” (Visifive +)

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Visifive +, Think Punk!, Futurists, Back to 

the Future and 404s

Value based 
pricing

Trust
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Detailed Feedback

Focus on visitor value and visitor pricing: “Focus more on visitor value.” (EPWB)* “Pricing for the most part is based on exhibit space 
and attendees don't pay for much at all at the show or throughout the year.” (Futurists)

Digital sales: “Selling digital solutions in addition to sqm - and not just tiered versions of same solution, but unique in terms of 
solutions offered (i.e. brand awareness, lead generation, network expansion/research partners).” (Back to the Future)

Pricing structure for a 365 day offering / platform: “The revenue model is broken and has been for a long time. Revenues mainly 
come from selling space. Show strategy needs to be more aligned with creating and selling an overall 'experience' that doesn't just 
include walking the aisles of an exhibition. The experience with the show 'brand' should be 365 days a year.” (Futurists) “As we are 
building year-round communities more than one off events, we should think about a recurring revenue model for shows as 
well." (Visifive +)

Automated procedures: “We need to provide the right tools to provide all relevant information to the sales team that enables them 
to sell more easily and offer a platform to the exhibitor to book online." (Visifive +) “A model with paperless sales. Account managers 
and customer services to take over human to human interaction.” (Futurists)

Focus on visitor 
value and visitor 

pricing

Pricing structure 
for a 365 day 

offering / 
platform

Page contains quotes of the groups: Event 
Profs without Borders, Futurists and 

Visifive +,

Automated 
procedures

*Event Profs Without Borders

Digital sales
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Following groups have prepared feedback 
regarding the area Commercial Strategy 

Solutions

Think Tank groups* that covered this area in Sprint 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. Team Back to the Future Mykyta Fastovets
2. VISIFIVE+ Silke Hoersch
3. Futurists Baris Onay
4. Team Profs Without Borders Stephan Murtagh
5. Think Punk! Enrico Gallorini
6. The 404s Matt Coyne
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Six groups examined Commercial Strategy Solutions.

The solutions cover the key areas of: Commercial Strategy, Pricing and Sales

Commercial Strategy:
• Integrate with the exhibitor sales and marketing strategy.  Ensure the sales pitch matches the customer 

objectives
• Adapt the sales guidelines / strategy  to  fit the value proposition and communicate these to the sales team
• Customer centric sales. Instead of sqm sell value to the customer.  Base the pricing strategy on matchmaking, 

lead generation
• Automate simple purchasing as much as possible as this frees up time for trust building and more complex 

sales processes
• Identify the correct value of the visitor / buyer. Bring the right people at the event to ensure ROI. Correct 

definition, targeting and segmentation of visitors at the event
• Show reporting strategy: Improve trust in the reported numbers. For example, develop a global kitemark for 

audited reports and use Trustpilot style reports
• Lower the barriers for SMEs. Instead of SMEs having smaller stands, offer facilitated meetings and loyalty 

models to support SME access to an event. Use a similar model to Shoptalk or Easyfairs.
• Pay to attend model. Visitor attendance revenue can be 100% reinvested into KPIs / commitment
• Show strategy to change to an overall 365 days a year experience with the brand
• Offer customer loyalty and bonus points programmes
• Cancellation policy: flexible cancellation fees, agreements on cancellation policies on both sides

*however 5 groups produced a slide
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Pricing:
• Introduce a visitor pricing model in countries where this does not exist
• Simpler structure, clearer breakdown, and therefore more transparency
• Long term (1-3 years) subscription based model
• Flexibility in pricing:  For example if exhibitors bring value to the table (through key speakers, a wider attendee 

base that benefits other exhibitors) this can be factored into lowering the price
• Customer centric: Mixed pricing models depending on the specific needs of the customer. Including for 

example leads, sqm plus a speaker slot

Sales:
• Use a consultative approach to foster greater connection / trust / relationship building. The sales approach 

should be personalised / customised to the needs of the exhibitor
• Sales people stay in touch all year around
• Training: New sales skills are required for selling  the new value proposition, selling digitally, selling virtual and 

hybrid events and soft sales skills
• Sales tools: Investment into tools to help facilitate the sales process. For example include a digital and 

automated sales tool / platform to improve process efficiency for either the sales team or the customer to use 
or both. Another example is a sales enablement tool which is easy and fast to access (incorporating data / 
preferences/ historical behaviour or a virtual reality tool as is used in the construction industry to facilitate lay 
out planning

The full overview of solutions provided by each of the groups follow. Each group conceptualised their own slides 
with solutions for change.
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Visitor Exhibitor Organiser

● Understand whether the 

right people are at the 

event, and attract more

● Consider charging for 

participation - quality 

content has higher cost

● Tier/separate visitors by 

personas and/or value to 

exhibitors

● Better integration with 

exhibitor's sales and 

marketing strategy

● Ensuring sales pitch 

matches the 

persona/objectives AND 

it’s possible to deliver

● Customer-centric sales

● Move away from selling 

sqm, to value-based 

sales

● Consider shifting to event 

as a service rather than a 

place

● Consider the irreversible 

expectation shift in digital

Results Working Group: 
Back to the Future
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

• More flexible cancelation fees
• Insurance companies willing to cover pandemic type of risks?

• More flexible pricing depending on
• When the stand is booked
• If it is a rebooking or a first-time exhibitor
• Length of the agreement, selling multiple years in one deal, recurring revenue 

models for shows.
• Offer mixed pricing models, e.g.

• Reduced basic price for sqm and venue services plus additional fees for qualified 
leads, lead tracking is pre-requisite.

• Packages that include sqm plus other branding items, e.g. speaking slot
• Keep pricing and initial contract simple, keep in contact throughout the year
• Offer a customer loyalty program, bonus points 
• Offer matchmaking to help the exhibitor achieving and proving ROI. 
• Offer a year-round digital market-place

Results Working Group:
VISIFIVE +
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

• More personalized and individualized sales based on the needs and goals of 
the exhibitor. Collaborate better with the marketing team of the exhibitors.

• Being realistic with regards to setting expectations
• Building up the relationship with the customer over a longer period of time
• Provide a sales enablement tool to the sales team that gives all relevant 

information about the exhibitor, preferences, history, stand location during 
the sales conversation. 

• Automate the sales process where it can be automated through a portal that 
allows to (re-)book the stand online directly without the involvement of the 
salesperson. 

• Automation will free up time that is needed for trust building and more 
complex sales processes.

• Training the sales team on soft skills will be important
• Sales guidelines need to be adapted and communicated 

Results Working Group:
VISIFIVE +
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Global and local associations can play a better part in building trust and transparency in the sector. There have been (and still are) 
auditing companies available but these were / are not trusted by organisers (and then customers) so they stopped utilsig them and 
associations moved away from these affiliations. Often, the reports were easy to manipulate and were typically based on attendance 
figures. As we know, attendance should not be the only factor taken into consideration when deciding on investing in an event.

Moving forward, there should be a global “kitemark” for events, led by the global / local associations. The auditing process should be 
completed as mandatory when joining an association, where on successful accreditation, a kitemark would be issued. If this follows a 
global standard, prospective customers can trust the information provided by that event, within the audited report. 

Further, more “Trustpilot” style reports / sites should be more readily available to the sector and its events, enabling a more honest 
and transparent approach to reviewing events. This comes with its own challenges, but we should not be hiding from our prospective 
customers and it starts to build a level of trust and transparency in the sector.

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group:
404s
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Foster
Greater Connection  
Organiser/Exhibitor

Sell Multiple Events at 
Same Time

Focus More on Visitor 
Value

Develop a Stronger Consultative Approach to Build Organiser –
Exhibitor Credibility

Re-Train Sales Teams to have the skills to sell multiple products –
Live, Digital & Virtual at same time

Matchmaking Solutions, Personalised Experience, More Focus on 
Content

Results Working Group: 
Event Profs Without 

Borders
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Develop Yearly Pricing For 
Clients

Simpler Overall Pricing 
Structure

Developing Yearly Packages not “Once Off” – Multi Tier Approach

Clearer Breakdown of Packages for Clients – Bespoke Menu

All Inclusive Pricing –
Including Extras

More Transparency on Pricing Structure

Results Working Group: 
Event Profs Without 

Borders
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Pricing

There should be a more “value based” price, that highlight the value of being part of the 
Exhibition it self, and then different ads-on based on multiple services that would 
change accordingly to different needs of any specific exhibitions

Exhibitors: Subscription + Adds-on
---- Value = Number of Contact * Value of the Contact

Buyer/Visitors: Identify the real values of the buyer
Precise and clear level of information to share with the exhibitors

*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Results Working Group: 
Think Punk!
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Think Tank groups* that covered this area in Sprint 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. Team Back to the Future Mykyta Fastovets
2. Wabi – Sabi Holger Feist
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Year round engagement: Groups pointed out that marketing is currently largely limited to the live 
event and thus constrained to the time before, during and after the show. The opportunity exists to 
engage the market for the rest of the year as the  market demands constant engagement.

1. 

The content of marketing and communications needs to be expanded: Current marketing content was 
not felt by the Think Tank groups to be deep or customer centric enough to help make business 
decisions. A huge opportunity exists to harness the existing data and trend information in the industry 
and communicate this to the industry audience. The real, newly defined value of events including ROI 
can be communicated more strongly. Groups also pointed out that the crisis has added a further 
information need on the safety status of events, venues, hotels travel, for people to trust attending live 
shows once again.

2. 

3. Marketing and communications could take more advantage of platforms and new channels available 
to communicate: The uptake of digital channels to get messages across was described as reserved 
making the current current marketing effort appear outdated / repetitive.  New marketing channels such 
as social media are not being harnessed enough alienating newer generations that have grown up and 
expect this form of communication. The lack of community platforms providing a basis for interaction 
was perceived as weakness by the groups in engaging an audience throughout the year tying in with the 
point made above.
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Existing data can be harnessed, utilised more: Groups felt that using the existing data combined with 
artificial intelligence will allow a more customised channel mix / 1 to 1 marketing as well as better 
profiling of customers and segmentation of audiences. Too little effort is put into understanding the 
sales and marketing strategy of the customer (exhibitor / visitor) which does not allow the events 
industry to help match up their customers. An opportunity was also found to exist in using existing data 
to create an industry wide data platform to increase the barrier to companies like LinkedIn or Google 
from entering the market.

4. 
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Why does Marketing & Communications need to change?

Detailed Feedback

Need 365 days a year engagement: “…will need to change to reflect the 365 brand engagement and the new opportunities created 
by digital connections.” (EPWB)* “Marketing needs to ensure that there is an active involvement of participants throughout the 
whole year. If we are able to be in touch 365 days, virtually and on site event participation will be more active.” (Wabi - Sabi) “Holistic 
view - Portfolio and year-round focus as opposed to event by event.” (Spring Breakers)

Post Covid – 19 messaging: “Existing marketing collateral will need to be reviewed to include updated capacity and layouts. 
Certifications (ISO, HACCP / other accreditation) should be more prominent to create a sense of comfort. Health declarations required 
from visitors to the centre should be easily accessible e.g. available online prior to arrival.” (Wallaboks)

Message / website content is not deep, customer centric enough: “Not many successful cases can demonstrate a good practice of 
marketing analytics which can be linked with the financial outcome. In terms of the usability and user experience, most of the 
exhibition websites are very primitive and still pursuing the vanity value.” (New Order) “Linked to AI potentially. [Need to get] better 
at communicating benefits. Better at analysing content before it's shared.” (404s) “Customer centricity.” (Messe Forward)

Not enough online platforms: “Organisers would need to increasingly move to online platforms to secure delegates, exhibitors and 
sponsors.” (Team Asia) “Virtual events will be marketed 100% digitally.” (Exhibition Ignition) “Now is the time to be marketing 
towards the younger gens. The communications have to change.” (StrongGirlz)

Need 365 days a 
year engagement

Post Covid - 19 
messaging needs 

to be included

Message / 
website content 

is not deep, 
customer centric 

enough

Not enough 
online  platforms

Page contains quotes of the groups: Event 
Profs Without Borders, Wabi – Sabi, Spring 

Breakers, Wallaboks, New Order, 404s, 
Messe Forward, Team Asia, Exhibition 

Ignition and StrongGirlz

*Event Profs Without Borders
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What in the area Marketing & Communications needs to change?
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Detailed Feedback

Define and promote the real value of events (live and digital)/ 365 platform: “Selling the event as a service rather than a 
location/outlet?” (BTTF)* “ Define the USP more precisely, also in the new normal (no more "the biggest show", but from a content 
perspective).” (Wabi – Sabi)

Understand the sales and marketing strategy of the customer: “Understanding that we fit within a Sales and Marketing strategy for a 
company and therefore need to integrate better with their systems and processes. Eg. Akkroo lead capture example.” (BTTF)*

Current marketing format is outdated / repetitive: “Event marketing is very often the same format, and repeated each year.” (BTTF)*

Define and  
promote the real 
value of  events 

(live and digital)/ 
365 platform

Understand the 
sales and 
marketing 

strategy of the 
customer

Current 
marketing format 

is outdated / 
repetitive

Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Wabi – Sabi and Back to the Future

* Back to the Future
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What in the area Marketing & Communications needs to change?
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Detailed Feedback

Broaden the channels / include new marketing channels: “Referral marketing/community marketing, bringing in new 
attendees/exhibitors through association with those who you do know.” (BTTF)* “More use of Social Media and digital channels to
market events with the focus towards the younger generation.” (Wabi – Sabi) “E-Mail marketing is out of date. Instead there has to 
be a broad mix of different marketing channels where participants are also able to get involved: Online platform, Social media, 
videos, you tube etc.” (Wabi – Sabi) “Use social media influencers & ambassadors to spread your ‘story’.“ (Wabi – Sabi)

Communicate ROI: “Events need to better communicate ROI of the events to be able to monetize their market position within 
a particular market / industry.” (Wabi – Sabi)

Build a 365 platform / community platform to interact (and backchannel): “Marketing has to deliver 365 day content.” (Wabi –
Sabi) “Build communities.” (Wabi - Sabi) “Create niche events throughout the year.” (Wabi – Sabi)

Create trust: “Create trust again (health & safety).” (Wabi - Sabi)

Broaden the 
channels / 

include new 
marketing 

channels (digital 
and social media)

Communicate 
ROI

Build a 365 
platform / 

community 
platform to 

interact 
(backchannel)

Create trust
Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Wabi – Sabi and Back to the Future

* Back to the Future
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What in the area Marketing & Communications needs to change?
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Detailed Feedback

Customised channel mix / 1 to 1 marketing: “Promoting the real values and with better data insights moving towards 1-to-1 
marketing. If we know what someone wants to get out of an event then we should address it accordingly!” (BTTF)*

Harness the data available within the industry / Industry wide data platform:  “Create one place (or platform) for data usage. Build it 
industry-wide - don't let others do it. We don't need the ’Googlization’ or ‘LinkedInization’ of events. 180k exhibitors on SuperExpo.” 
(Wabi - Sabi)

Better profiling of customers and segmentation of audiences: “Provide a proper profiling of the customer. Use AI for segmentation of 
audiences and more effective campaign strategies for the right target group.” (Wabi – Sabi)

Innovation:  “Make sure innovation is visible at the shows.” (Wabi – Sabi)

Customised 
channel mix / 1 
to 1 marketing

Harness the data 
available within 
the industry / 
Industry wide 
data platform

Better profiling 
of customers and 
segmentation of 

audiences

Innovation
Page contains quotes of the groups: 
Wabi – Sabi and Back to the Future

* Back to the Future
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Following groups have prepared feedback 
regarding the area Marketing & 

Communications Solutions

Think Tank groups* that covered this area in Sprint 2&3:

* Groups gave themselves an own name / identity during the Think Tank

Team Team Leader
1. Team Back to the Future Mykyta Fastovets
2. Wabi – Sabi Holger Feist
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Two groups examined Marketing and Communications Solutions.

The solutions cover the key areas of: 

• Evaluation and use of marketing channels that are new or had not been considered yet such as digital, social 
media channels, referral marketing and the concept of ambassadorships to promote an event

• Understanding events (live hybrid or virtual) as a channel relative to the clients marketing channel strategy 
and building on how to strengthen events as a key channel

• Segmenting, targeting, and profiling the data available in the ecosystem using the relevant digital tools and AI 
to be able to provide a high quality visitor base and match it up to the relevant exhibitor

• Customise and personalise the marketing message 
• Create or curate and communicate marketing content on a platform all year round (for example on the value 

proposition, ROI/ROT, innovations, product development, industry trends, thought leadership)
• Allow the platform to be interactive; work as a backchannel

The full overview of solutions provided by each of the groups follow. Each group conceptualised their own slides 
with solutions for change.
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Area: Marketing strategy
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)*(Visitors / Exhibitors)*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Visitor Exhibitor Organiser

● Further leverage referral 

and community marketing

● Consider charging for 

participation - quality 

content has higher cost

● Consider new 

communication channels

● Better integration with 

exhibitor's sales and 

marketing strategy

● Ensuring sales pitch 

matches the 

persona/objectives AND 

it’s possible to deliver

● Incentivise to market your 

event

● Use data insights to 

support marketing effort

● Maintain communication, 

don’t say “goodbye”!

● Understand the 

expectation shift in digital 

- no going back to pre-

Covid

Results Working Group: 
Back to the Future
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Area: Marketing & Communications
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)   ** aka “Organizers as Media Houses”

Communication

Marketing 
Channels

Data & AI

Innovation

PRE SHOW POST

365 CONTENT IS KING**

VIRTUAL

LIVE

VIRTUAL

● Creating trust though healthy declarations
● Depth of content, thought leadership, 

transparent and genuine storytelling
● Relevance through personalization (n=1)

● Make innovation visible in virtual formats, 
communications and at the show

● Do more hackathons, startup areas, etc. 

● Create an industry-wide data platform within
the industry

● Provide a proper profiling of the customer
● AI for segmentation & campaign strategy

● Use individually optimal channels 
w/ stronger emphasis on digital & social 

● Give opportunity to interact (backchannel)
● Ambassadors in addition to testimonials

Results Working Group: 
Wabi - Sabi
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Sprint 4

First Online 
Session

Team Work
Second Online 

Session

In the fourth and last sprint all groups were asked to work on the following question:

How can we make sure that we don’t fall back into old habits and that change is happening?

This was an open sprint with no prior survey. The groups were free to either focus on a general topic of 
change management or to continue to focus on the topics they have chosen in Sprint 2 and 3.

Whilst this is a very important sprint it was also seen as important that the groups work on this topic in a 
free and open set up to close the Think Tank after an intensive working phase of more than six weeks.

The following slides show the outcome of the group work.
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1. Value Proposition: The value proposition has to be the starting point for every change. A well 
investigated, discussed and defined value proposition can ensure that the right change is happening 
and that the industry develops a more target group centric approach.

2. People & Diversity / Training: One force for change that was strongly identified are the people who 
work in the industry. Firstly we need to value, empower and train the people who already work in 
the exhibition organising or supplying companies. We need to create an atmosphere in which people 
feel secure to question the status quo and put ideas and concepts of change forward. Secondly we 
need to diversify the work force more across cultures, generations, gender and nationalities. A more 
diverse work force will make the industry stronger in future crises.

3. Customer collaboration: Customer collaboration was put forward from many groups as an anchor 
point to ensure change is happening. Including the target groups into strategy and show 
development processes will ensure we focus on the right actions and build customer centric 
products and shows.

4. Registration & DATA: A better collection and handling of data through a more modern registration 
point was also mentioned as a concept of change. Some groups made the point that not quantity but 
the "right" data will help the industry to build better and more meaningful shows. Data collection 
needs to be embedded in a “pain free” process in which a customer only gives data when he/she 
perceives a benefit and when the data is needed to provided him/her a better service.
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Area: VALUE PROPOSITION
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1 2 3 4
▪ offering an improved

instead of a completely 
new model

▪ at least 20% of total 
price based on 
generated leads

▪ good example: LinkedIn 
Sales Navigator

▪ offering a platform is not 
enough: critical mass 
needed

▪ existing physical event 
is a good starting point

▪ right tools are needed 
so that the community
can interact

▪ Top Management 
involvement and
commitment needed

▪ break down of silos
▪ give purpose 

(remember the WHY)

▪ reproduce the “WOW”-
factor

▪ think about gamification
▪ Provide customized 

journeys to attendees

▪ avoid „fear of 
succeeding“

▪ effective tools for lead 
collection needed 

▪ in-depth pricing study 
(to understand value of 
lead) needed

▪ spread the load: 
constant activation 
needed – not only 
before/ during physical 
event

▪ build “clubs” e.g. for 
CXOs, investors, etc.

▪ invite influencers

▪ nurture a “fail fast” 
culture

▪ remember the impact of 
COVID-19

▪ become less dependant
from revenue of the 
physical event

▪ Use digital to create 
connections 

▪ Work with exhibitors so 
the experience is also 
unforgettable on stands 
(both live & online)

▪ -Make sure to care for 
the '"passive" attendees

Exhibitors come for LEADS 
– not square meters

Create SPACE for the 
community

Overcome FEAR OF 
CHANGE

Work on the 
EXPERIENCE
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1 2 3 4
▪ customer orientation: 

be close to your 
customers, not too 
many layers

▪ focus on people 
empowerment

▪ install reverse 
mentoring

▪ improve salary schemes
▪ enable clear career 

paths
▪ focus on hiring young or 

less experienced people 
and develop them

▪ “COVID 19” already 
changed the attitude 
towards mobile work

▪ appoint “Head of Talent”
▪ create training paths 

with gamification
▪ improve horizontal 

knowledge sharing
▪ create a company wide

learning hub
▪ give training time

▪ install digital advisory 
board (sounding 
committee to monitor 
change)

▪ implement OKR 
framework

▪ embrace risk, flexibility 
and agility

▪ welcome the fact that 
people want to work 
remote

▪ communicate clearly the 
firm’s position on it

▪ support people to set up 
an effective workplace 
at home

▪ enforce a minimal 
amount of training per 
year

▪ give everyone a yearly 
training budget

▪ promote cross-
department/-firms 
experience sharing

Speed up the DIGITAL 
TRANSITION

Improve the ATTRACTIVITY 
of the industry

HOMEWORKING and the 
new office paradigm

TRAINING and 
UPSKILLING
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The Digital Way
99% we will fall back

We Are Here
The Experiential Way
We will likely make it

Incompatible economic model
• Sqm sales seems a safe bet with better 

profit margin. It is a safe zone to earn 
profit.

Which way we go?

Compatible mindset & skillset
• Sales people are more competent for 

selling upgraded content service.

Incompatible culture
• Sales driven vs. vision driven
• Top down vs. bottom up or clustering

Proven successful model
• SXSW or the burning man are all 

about transformational experience, 
not just digital.

Incompatible infrastructure 
• Big data vs. excel
• Space vs journey

At the end, innovation can still be 
achieved with a better & unique 
product differentiation compare to 
digital.

Sprint 4, Change Management158

Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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Results Working Group: 
New Order
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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Be bold and make mistakes – trial and error might be worth a try. 

HR is key! New people prevent a fall back into old habits - get people 
involved from different backgrounds and increase your organization´s 

DIVERSITY.

Create structures in which self-organization and 
self-reliability are fostered without giving too much 
personal freedom to re-establish old habits.

Offer trainings and reverse mentoring to strengthen digital abilities.

Change agents initiate new ideas and can provide constant inspiration.

Results Working Group: 
Messe Forwards 
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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<Removing current corporate constraints/barriers which are obstacles to innovation>

1. Redesign of business model: from sqm to ‘actual value’
o Sqm model is a threat for our industry: short-term profitability pressure prevents innovation and investment 

required to transform our industry
o Testing and adopting new business models is urgent: new event launches should avoid sqm-only pricing, existing 

exhibitions should introduce new revenue models gradually
o New business models should be based on the concept of ‘actual value’, i.e. KPIs related to contacts, business, 

opportunities, content, training…

2. Current Terminology is a mental anesthetic and inhibitor
o From “organisers” to “industry catalysts” (new role), from “exhibitors” and “visitors” to “participants” (becoming

contributors, beyond their usually assigned role), etc.
o New definitions need to underline the online/physical complementarity

3. Changing the mindset of people in our organisations 
o HR challenge as new competencies and culture of experimentation are required: from sales people selling sqm 

to consultants selling industry support, digital profiles for community facilitation, etc.
o Educating company Boards and stakeholders: culture, vision, willingness to change and risk-taking

⇒the #ETT has a role to play in defining this roadmap for change in event organisers 

And can be a supporting resource for implementation

Results Working Group: 
Renaissance
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How to deliver change in the value proposition 

through customer centricity

VISION:

>> Customer-focused 
leadership & senior 
management alignment

>> Formalised customer-
centric guiding principles

>> Operating principles and 
framework to create culture 
of customer centricity, 
collaboration & continual 
improvement

>> Reframing customer 
terminology

PROCESS:

>> Integrate customer 

feedback programmes into 
organisational processes & 
systems

>> Customer value 
chains/challenges formalised 
via open consultation to 
inform decisions & solutions

>> Align success with value 
delivered to customer

>> Monitoring & 
accountability around 
customer-centric KPIs; 
transparency of value 
delivery & feedback

>> Data-driven & tech-
enabled

PEOPLE:

>> Embedded in culture & 

objectives, teams 
empowered, customer 
success prioritised, customer 
centricity champions across 
all departments

>> Correct and collaborative 
structure and roles in place 
to enable customer-centric
strategy

>> Address current skill sets 
(& mind sets) and 
upskill/retrain; hire new 
roles & people where 
required

>> Remuneration and reward 
linked to delivering customer 
value and success

Eventrepreneurs Results Working Group: 
Eventrepreneurs
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening? 
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*(Visitors / Exhibitors)*(Visitors / Exhibitors)*(Visitors / Exhibitors)

Company 

DNA
• Review vision, 

mission and core 

values

• Top-down approach, 

management as 

living example

• Diversity in board 

and management

• Think radical, think 

differently

• Use digital tools to 

communicate more 

transparently and 

share knowledge

HR 2.0
• Start with the HR 

team, investment 

needed in people

• Define new 

qualities and skills

• Build-up 

onboarding and 

training (across 

teams)

Customer centric
• Change attitude

• Build up trust again with 

customers

• No silos between teams 

or organizations

Growth
• Sustainable growth

• Stop thinking about 

ROI and doing 

business cases, 

start investing

• Re-calibration and 

redefinition of KPIs

• Get rid of some 

relicts of the past

Roll-out
• HR Investment

• Find “fellows” 

within organization

• Define 

ambassadors for 

certain topics

• Customer advisory, 

get feedback from 

customers

• Try new formats

• Failure culture: 

admit & celebrate 

them, learn from 

them

Results Working Group: 
VISIFIVE +
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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WHY CHANGE
We are competing for digital spend from traditional channels and bringing it to the live events industry.   
We need to plan for this happening again. 

This, is our wake up call to deliver high value hybrid events strategies to quantify real ROI.

OUR PEOPLE
Today

- Functional flexibility - role changes, requires re-training and adaptation of skill sets, investment and time to train out old habits.
- Top down.

Tomorrow 
- Culture and behavioural changes across organisations for brands of our industry to adapt and thrive 
- Attract out of industry experienced professionals to the heart of our community, share knowledge, experience… drive out of 

industry engagement

Results Working Group: 
404s
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening? 

Systems and process 
integration

✓ Include new solutions and ways of doing business into Standard Operating Procedures. Where possible, 
include these in KPI targets.

✓ Register with accredited certifications such as ISO and integrate SOP’s into the overall system. 
✓ Ensure contractors are accredited and vetted by venue to ensure compliance and avoid incidents. 

Buy-in ✓ Collaborate with organisers and service providers to share responsibility, (and costs) of implementation 
and management, linking this to an incentive programme.  

✓ Create a Steering Committee of anchor exhibitors to spearhead new solutions / ways of doing business. 
(Venues to do the same with key clients). 

✓ Integrate “new ways of doing business” into the show itself as a new creative element or added value. 
✓ Involve the respective stakeholders in the decision making process to increase loyalty. 
✓ Create a employee forum/working group to continue to look at innovative ways of change.
✓ Open round table discussion with local industry to look for areas and solutions for change.
✓ Involve Associations to have specific charters that monitor progress and track implementation –

dedicated innovation committees to drive changes “Mini Think tanks”

The legal route ✓ Write conditions (e.g. government regulations) into the T&C’s of the venue agreement as well as 
exhibitor and service provider / contractor contracts and tenders. 

✓ Ensure venue rental contracts include more flexibility in space bookings based on an uptake basis and 
relax cancellation policies to make it easier for organisers and slightly reduce risk.

✓ Continue to review and maintain operating manuals that they are up to date with current Government 
guidelines. 

Results Working Group: 
Wallaboks
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening? 

Exposure ✓ Advertise and educate new procedures via venue and show website, exhibitor manuals and briefings, 
service provider accreditation process etc. 

✓ Train staff to be Ambassadors of change, to monitor the show floor and in turn create greater 
awareness for participants. 

✓ Venue and show signage must be clear and understandable to provide direction and avoid any 
confusion. (e.g. entrance, exit, queuing protocol, stand capacity etc.) 

✓ Work with venues, clients and contractors so that they are aware of the changes and areas that they 
need to investigate.  Smaller companies may not have the means to do so themselves.

✓ Provide the framework to where new ideas have a base that is willing to work and support these ideas.
✓ Include compliance awards in each show – instead of just best designed stand, include Best practice 

stand or Most innovative concept based on new regulations. 

Education ✓ Hand-on approach with stakeholders and assisting them with new solutions (e.g. digital platforms). 
✓ Training the Marketing & Sales team on new approaches and how changes / new SOP’s will impact the 

clients to ensure they can guide  and support clients through this process. 
✓ Training existing staff on any new skill-set required to ensure the successful implementation and 

execution of new / updated procedures and be ambassadors of change. 
✓ Regular induction training sessions for venue sub-contractors  (these can be online). Induction can also 

serve as a training platform for contractors – issue certificates to individuals to entice them to do the 
training. 

Results Working Group: 
Wallaboks



• “How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is happening?”
Based on the exercise done so far, we have already shared details and information on the 
suggested solutions of the proposed changes required in Venue, Cleaning, Set-up in Sprint 2 
and 3 from Team India Reboot 3.0. Please note there is already a SOP in place from India 
context, which has been prepared with assistance of India Trade Promotion Organisation
(ITPO), Indian Exhibition Industry Association (IEIA), ICPB, EEMA, FICCI, IESA, AIEO & various 
other industry associations and submitted via the India MICE Alliance Campaign to the 
Government of India. This SOP has been created taking into consideration the suggested 
social distancing, health, safety and hygiene norms and protocols to be adhered and 
followed and as issued by Government of India. Inputs and recommendations from various 
Organisers, Venues, Freight and Logistics companies, and Stand Construction companies has 
been considered in this SOP. The suggested solutions of the proposed changes shared by us 
are covered in this SOP. With the help, support and endorsement of all the above-
mentioned bodies and entities, we are confident we can facilitate the change and that we 
don’t fall back on old habits back again.

Results Working Group: 
India Reboot 3.0

Sprint 4, Change Management166

• https://www.exhibitionshowcase.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/SOP-
Guidelines-for-re-opening-exhibitions-in-India.pdf

Please Find The Link To SOP/Framework 

https://www.exhibitionshowcase.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/SOP-Guidelines-for-re-opening-exhibitions-in-India.pdf
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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Defining 
The 
Changes

Setting 
Goals for

Changes

Checklist
For
Changes

Evaluation
Of
Success

“Don`t Look Back…Your Not Going That Way…” - Anon

Event 
Pros

Without
Borders

1

2

3

4

Defining the changes needed through consultation between 

visitors & Exhibitors – Surveys/Steering Groups/Advisory Boards 

consisting of Exhibitors(of all sizes) and visitors – Representative 
Group 

Setting of realistic changes and goals that increase the value 

prop for our visitors and exhibitors. Getting full buy in from all 

stakeholders. Use of good news stories of changes tried that 
worked thus providing proof of concept

Developing standards of best practice for shows and all 

aspects of exhibitions so exhibitors, organizers and visitors 

know what to expect and what`s expected of them. Use of 

accreditation to make show more valuable. Deliver ongoing 
education

Critical metrics evaluation through steering groups, advisory 

councils and exhibitor and visitor surveys to see where the 

changes need to be made for future events. Sharing all 
evaluation so everyone feels involved and part of the change.

Results Working Group: 
Event Profs Without 

Borders 
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?

Commit to change

Set goals and objectives

Measure successLearn and improve

Results Working Group: 
Spring Breakers 
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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• Keep your clients as much involved in innovation and event concept discussions as 
during the crisis. Meaning: keep audiences really engaged throughout 365 days, 
„Contentisation“ of exhibitors

• Investing in talent: Teams with new and relevant e-competences for digital events, 
Sales people who understand digital, digital first marketing team

• Complete re-think how lead generation works for our customers. Optimise systems 
and processes (offline or online) for exhibitors to seamlessly qualify and transfer event 
leads into their own systems via API integrations, not spreadsheets

• Switch to Pay-to-attend models
• Multi-Purpose-Mixture within your events, but focus on certain topics that you are 

really good at
• Ensure online events don’t hide behind vanity metrics around large audiences, and 

instead focus on the conversion rate of attendee > qualified lead for 
exhibitors/sponsors

Results Working Group: 
Futurists
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Question: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits
and change is happening?
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Change does not occur on paper and in concept
-- it occurs in the hearts and minds of people

Be enduring
Involve 

everyone Communicate 
Openly

Change needs leadership - Who’s the 
captain? And who drives the process?

Results Working Group: 
Wabi - Sabi
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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REGISTRATION 2.0
REFRAME INTENTION OF REGISTRATION –
IT BECOMES THE RECOMMENDATION ENGINE TO BRING 
COMMUNITY TOGETHER

UTILIZE AS MUCH DATA FROM SOCIAL NETWORKS AND BEHAVIORS (i.e. 
Sign-on and appropriate tracking cookies)

QUESTION DESIGN - ITEM-BASED COLLABORATION – Events should use 
same model/algorithm that companies like Amazon and Netflix use to 
make recommendations for a better experience at the show (Selling 
connections vs sq. ft/m.)

MATCHMAKING OUTSIDE OF PHYSICAL EVENT
Before, during and after the event (hybrid model)
People – Companies – Products – Content 

Results Working Group: 
StrongGirlz (Presented 

by Nicole Peck)
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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EVENT DESIGN 2.0

DESIGN WITH A COMMUNITY-FIRST APPROACH TO ACHIEVE 
MEANINGFUL CONNECTIONS AND COMMERCE

MATCHMAKERS – HUMAN FACILITATORS TO CONNECT 
PEOPLE IN NON-BOOTH ENVIRONMENTS
(next gen brand ambassadors)
• Live events will be where relationships are solidified, and trust is built

NETWORKING OPPORTUNTIES SOLD BY TIME
• Exhibitors and sponsors want to engage authentically

- Variety of options - 1:1, C-level board rooms, 
entertainment features, new product demos, hybrid 
content stage(s)...

Results Working Group: 
StrongGirlz (Presented 

by Lori Jenks )
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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Work Together
• Cross-association collaboration (including accreditations)
• ‘Event Supplier Alliance’ - Play nice in the sandbox for the better good of the industry
• Directories of change initiatives and industry 'togetherness'
• We don't need a 'saviour’

Measure and Review
• Identify the changes, set smaller targets, timeframes and accountability
• Listen to customers - make sure decisions are made from their perspective
• Continuous change - change should be an ongoing pursuit
• Regulatory body? Auditing?

Change at Company level or Industry level
• Areas like Commercial Strategy and Content will be for individual companies to decide on 
• Societal changes, like sustainability or diversity, should be pushed industry-wide
• Suppliers should set expectations of their clients (and vice versa) regarding societal 

responsibilities

Results Working Group: 
Exhibition Ignition
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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Results Working Group: 
Exhibitions in Training
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Question 1: How can we make sure that we don’t fall back to old habits and change is 
happening?
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Results Working Group: 
Exhibitions in Training
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Thank You 

Driving event profitability, customer satisfaction and efficient M&A

Matthias Tesi Baur
Founder and Consultant, MBB-Media
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Please contact us if you have any questions
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